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I

FOREWQRD

This document is the final report on Contract AF 19 (628) - 2799. It

describes an experimental program devoted to the study of the particle popu-

lation trapped in the Earth's magnetic field and injected into it by either

natural cause or by high altitude nuclear bursts. Instruments were constructed

in this program according to the designs developed under two other Air Force

contracts. The proton-alpha detector and the proton spectrometer were

developed under Contract AF 19 (604) - 7347, and the electron and gamma

detector was developed under Contract AF 19 (628) - 252. The description

of these instruments is abstracted from the final report on these programs.

Instruments identical to the ones constructed were flown on an Air

Force Satellite, 1962 O3k, on 26 October 1962, under Contracts AF 19 (628) -

252 and AF 19 (604) - 7347.

The analysis of the data obtained by this instrumentation has been

carried out as part of this program, and the procedures are here given.

The results of this analysis have been presented to the scientific community

in several publications, of which the most recent are enclosed.
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ABSTRACT

Thi3 document describes an experimental research program to measure

the intensity, angular distribution, and energy spectra of particles trapped

in the Earth's magnetic field,, Particular attention has been focused on the

measurement of particles artificialiy injected by high altitude nuclear

detonations during thie series of nuclear tests conducted by the USSR and

the USA during the summer and fall of 1962. A detailed description of the

instrumentation and calibration procedures are given. Measurements obtained

by instrumentation identical to the one here described, flown on an Air

Force satellite (1962 Pk) are given. The method of data handling is discussed

and machine programs for data reduction are described. Results from these

measurements have appeared in several documents, a listilg of which is

included in the text. A summary of the results and conclusions is given.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The radiation trapped In the Earth's magnetic field has been the sub-

ject of intenne study for the past several years. Experiments have been

prompted by the intense scientific interest in this important geophysical

phev aneron eis well as by the practical importance of its effects. Possible

danger to manned and unmanned spacecraft exposed tc the trapped radiation

flux has been a primary practical consideration. instruments to detect and

study the trapped particle environment h3d been designed and flown by

several groups by the time of the resumption of high altitude nuclear testing

in 1962. From the understandci'- which had been reached on the behavior

of the natural radiation belts, it was ric'ýized that large yield high altitude

nuclear detonations would significantly alter tz.-- -article distribution in the

belts by injecting copious numbers of the charged partiu.. 7 Produced by

the detonation. The artificial radiation belts thus created were .- ,act

intense enough to cause damage to solar cells of orbiting spacecraft anQ I

present a real hazard for manned space missions.

An important difference exists between natural and artificial belts.

Artificial injections result in a sudden increase of the particle intensities

in localized regions of the magnetosphere. This increase can be so large

that the flux of artificially produced particles is orders of magnitude greater

than the natural fiux. The pitch angle distribution and energy spectrum of

the radiation may also be radically changed. With time, conditions return

to the natural levels. Depending on the charactedstics of the injection and

on the processes which determine the removal of trapped radiation, the



characteristic times for return to the "normal' can vary by large factors.

Estimates of these times prior to the tests varied from months to decades.

The purpose of the research program described in this report war tC stuay

the nature of the radiation, its angular distribution, its energy spectrum, and

its temporal and spatial variation.

Several mechanisms play an important role in the injection of trapped

particles produced by nuclear detonation. One can easily understand how the.

decay of neutrons or of radioactive debris can result in trapping. The

relative importance of the various processes is, however, harder to

determine and depends critically on the depth in the atmosphere at which

the detonation occurs.

The low atmospheric density at the altitude at which Shot Star Fish

Prime was detonated permitted the debris to expand to great distances.

!n the upward direction the major force acting to restrict this expansion

was due to the interaction of the charged deLris with the geomagnetic

field. As a consequence, this expansion continued until one or a combina-

tion of the following Londitions occurred. The debris was brought to rest,

its energy having been converted to magnetic energy and stored in the com-

pressed field; or the debris was guided along the field lines of the mag-

netic bottle to the Southern Hemisphere; or the debr!s de-ionized and the

subsequent trajectory of each particle was determined by the gravitational

force until a 0-decay event occurred; or the expansion became t,,rbulent

with the debris breaking up into separated blobs. The downward expansion

was controlled principally by the exponentially increasing atmosphere.

Several ways exist to permit the debris to expand to large distances

from the source. Each debris 13-decay event results in the Jnjection of

an electron into the magnetosphere. What happens to the electron depends
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or its energy. the adzitude of ir~ject1-n, and th- pitch angbi~ of injection.

For eeach altitude elez-tions injected over a certain portion of the solid -anjle

can be trcpped. The co-ntribution by thts p'oc2-s ;)f dt~bris d&ocay ic, the

artificial belts Is believo"d to have. been predominant ove- other processes

and In particular over neutron decay in)"ectlon in the Star F'ish event~l

In low altitude detanations occ-urring, for instance, at 30 km. the c-ontri-

bution to injection by the neuftror, decay process may become comnparable

or predominate over~ the debris decay Injection process. Accurate measure-

mnents of the spectrum and anguiar distribution of artiflct3ily trapped r-3dia -

'%Ion could permit discrimination between the different inlection models.

Of great importance for the understanding of the dynamics of the

trapped rbdiatior and for R~s prac-tical consequences i3 the determination

of the removal times assoclated with the aftificial radialtion, belts. The

measurements obtained up to date seem to indicate a rapid initial decay

.olicived by a slower exponential decay with characteristic decay times

of the order of mnor-ths. It would also appear that scattering of the

trapped particles on atmospheric constituents ils the major cause for

rmova .~

The results of the program here described have been published in

various forms. In this report a brief summary of results and of the major

conclusions are given. The instrumen-tatior. and calibration procedures

are described in detail.
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2.0 INSTRUMENTATION

The instrumentation constructed under this contract had been designed

and developed under other contracts. It included three instruiments:

1. A proton spectrometer for the energy region of 6 to 70 Mev,

developed under Contract AF 19 (604) - 7347. The detector

and pertinent calibrations are described in Appendix A.

2. A proton and alpha particle detector for the region from 1 to

10 Mev also developed under Contract AF 19 (604) - 7347 and

described in Appendix B.

3. An electron and , -ray measuring instrument package developed

underContract AF 19 (628) - 252, which is described in Appendix

C. This instrument contains two detectors sensitive to electrons

and one sensitive to y -rays, 0. 05 to 5 Mev.

The three instruments were constructed under this program to replace

identical instruments built under the AF 19 (628) - 252 and AF 19 (604) - 7347

programs and flown on an emergency basis on an Air Force satellite given

the international designation 1962 Ok, flown in the fall of 1962.

Part of this contract consists of the analysis of the data obtained by

the instrumentation flown on this satellite. We therefore included in this

report a description of the principle of operation and characteristics of the

three instruments mentioned above.



3.0 DESCRIPTION OF SATELLITE MISSION

In the fall of 1962 an Air Force satellite, given the international

designation 1962 Ak, was launched into orbit. The satellite carried

instrumentation to study artificial radiation belts created by the injection

of electrons from nuclear detonations into the magnetosphere. Under the

scientific direction of Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, a num-

ber of instruments were chosen for inclusion in the payload The instru-

inents described in the preceding chapter were part of the payload.

The pertinent parameters for the satellite orbit at early times were

the following: apogee, 3000 n. m. ; perigee, 115 n. m. ; orbit inclination,

710; orbital period, 147 minutes; apsidal rate, 0. 8 per day. Figure 1

illustrates these orbital parameters. The satellite pitch period was

127 seconds, and the roll period was 53 seconds. The satellite parameters

were well suited to study the phenomena of interest. For example, the

high eccentricity of the orbit enabled the acquisition of data at large L

values near the equatorial plane. Slow tumbling rates, along with the

chosen data sampling rate of about one per second, permitted the use of

instruments which could measure accurately the angular distributions of

trapped particles.

"igure 2 shows the projection of an early orbit on a dipole field. The

(2)coordinates are the usual "natural" B-L coordinates of McIlwain . The

squares and circles show regions of data acquisition in the 1. 2 and 1. 9

L-shells, shells of interest with respect to artificial radiation belts.
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SATELLITE ORBIT

N/ / ~-PERIGEE, 115 N.M., AT
20°NORTH LAT.

710

/,

S • ~~~EQUATOR--

-,20• 0

/ 0.°8/DAY PRECESSION

"APOGEE, 3000 N.M.

Figure 1
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The instruments comprising the total payload were selected to yield

redundant measurements in the energy range corresponding to fission

electrons, and to include narrow acceptance angle detectors as well as

omni-directional detectors. Instruments obtained their power from a

large capacity battery pack to avoid degradation of the experiment due to

possible solar-cell damage. Data could be acquired both by direct "real-

time" read-out and by command read-out of a tape recorder capable of

storing data from all instruments for a time longer than the orbital period.

The five scintillation detectors comprising the AFCRL-ASE portion

of the payload were designated Beta-i, Beta-2, Gamma, P, and P-alpha.

There is evidence that the P-alpha detector malfunctioned shortly after

launch. The most salient features of the remaining four instruments are

summarized in Table I.

It will be observed that detectors Beta-i, Beta-2, and Gamma have

extremely wide fields of view for charged particles; (detector Gamma has

essentially a 4 w field for gamma radiation). These Instruments were

utilized in determining the gross aspects of the artificial belts. Detec-

tor P has an extremely narnzw field of view, and is essentially a

"directional differential intensity" detector. ThMs detector was used in

obtaining pitch angle distributions. Output channels most used for the

data presented later in the report are marked with an asterisk.

Discrimination among types of patticles (electrons, protons, or

gammas) is achieved by a comparison of the observed counting rates and

the rates of ene-gy deposition in several channels, and by roll-modulation

observations. Ia artificial radiation belts produced by high altitude nuclear

detonations, the detected particles are predominantly electrons.

1



TABLE I

INSTRU- FIELD OF VIEW SCINTIL- SHIELDING DETECTOR
MENT IATOR Window; REHOLD

60 APL& Mev

2 2 Sides
deg. cm -Ster gm/cm = -

Beta- I 0.3 Al;gc A 0.5 2.0

90 . 8 x 10- 2  1 3am/cm 2  
- -

B 2A B " 1.0 2.8

W* W .05 1.4

4.5 A*t 0.5 4.5 40.+
Gamma 1200 1.8 Al; --

CsI(TI) ->4gm/cmn2 B 1.0 5.0 40. +
Al

C W .04 4.0 40.
S2 ! I

70 mg/cm A* 0 1.0 1.0 6.2
12.5 Al; - -----

P 6 1.7x 10 2s5. g/cm2/ B! . 2.0 2.0 6.5

Fe C 4.0 4.0 7.6

D 8.0 8.0 10.5

E 20. 20. 21.

F 30. 30. 31.

G 50. 50. 51.

H 70. 70. 70.

] •_ .012 u. 3 6.0

KEY
4)Flux Measurement
"w Rate of Energy Deposition Measurement
A thru J': Channel Identification
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4.0 DATA REDJUCTION TECHNIQUES

The telemetered data from the satellite was digitized and merged with

ephemeris information by lockheed. This ephemeris information included

B-L coordinate3 derived from McIlwain's model. Progretns for the IBM 7090

computer were developed and used whenever possible in the d-Ita reduction.

These programs are discussed in detail In Appendix D.

Dialtal Computer Processin.. O;.tputs of the processing system included:

1. Straight listing or summary of telemetered information.

2. B - L matrix with detector counting rates as elements,

3. Pitch angle distribution printouts.

4.1 Time Correction

It was discovered that the universal times assigned to voltage

points on the digitized tapes were in error. An initial assumption was then

made to fr.e effect that the time error was constant throughout a satellite

orb't. Then two methods were used to determine time corrections:

1. From a knowledge of the satellite orbit, times of entry

and exit from the Earth's shadow could be computed.

This information was correlated with readings of the

stullite's solar sensors to produce a time correction.

2. By studying the instrument readings, it was possib!e to

determine when the satellite was ;assinq through radia-

tion belts. A radiation belt has a constant associated



L value. Since ephemeris quantity L was computed

from universal time, which was in error, successive

passdges through the same radiaticr belt had apparent

different L values. By ac-Justing universal timp (and

ephemeris) in such a manner as to yield consistent L

values on each passage through the same radiation

belt, a tUme correction could be compated.

Both methods yielded consistent results for any satellite phase.

We have therefore used in data analysis universal times --orrected by .,sing

Method 1.

4.2 Correcting Magnetometer Data

Figure 3 shows, as a function of time, a typical portion of the

raw date. fromf detector P and the corresponding calculated value of the

cosine of the pitch angle 0. If we accept these pitch angle curves at

face value, we would obtain inconsistent distributions from the left and

.ight portions about a maximum or minimum of the cos 0 curve. We demand

consistency about maxima and minima In our analysis, attributing the

apparent angular discrepancies to magnetometer error. This amounts to

assuming axial symmetry about a B-field line.

There is little doubt that the magnetometer data are in enror. The

angular discrepancy is always greater in low B-field regions. Furthermore,

if we plot the difference in absolute values between the magnetic field

strength given in the ephemeris (calculated from the Jensen and Cain model)

and the magnetic field strength derived from the magnetometers, we obtain

an oscillatory function with a time behavior characteristic of the pitch-

and roll behavior of the satellite. Such an apparent m;jqnetometer error

may be due to the residual magnetic field of the satellite or to magnetometer

14



TYPICAL DATA

PITCH ANGLE VARIATION

S\00
S00 - *oo0co 00 0

Cln 0 0 *000 0 p00
L 0 0

0 0 0

- L.1 0 , 1 i I 50 ,9e
4999 5019 5039 5059 5079 5099 5119 5139

TIME

COUNTING RATE VARIATION

2xlo4 I

00 0Do 00

(n 0 O o 0

0%

499 51 09 50159 509 59 19 5139

TIME

Figure 3
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calibration drifts. The angular discrepancy does not seem to be due to

timing errors since in the sap,2 orbit the angular shift required to bring about

data consistency is lust as apt to be positive as negative. All attempts to

discover the source of the angular discrepancy, and correct for it, did not

prove successful. We have, therefore, in our treatment of the data, shifted

the aspect function by the amount required to bring about data consistency.

The magnitude of such a shift seldom exceeds 60 and, as stated, tends to

be larger in the low B-field regions of the orbit.

ASE Document ASE-845 gives further details cn the computer programs,

on techniques- used to make time corrections, and on attempts to make

magnetometer corrections.
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I
5.0 RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

After reduction, the data were analyzed to achieve the following alms:

1. To establish the time and location of the artificial injections

occuring during the useful life of the spacecraft instrumentation,

2. To determine the angular distributions of the trapped particies,

and

3. To study the temporal and spatial intensity variations.

The results obtained have been described in the several documents

listed below to which ASE scientists have contributed under this program:

1. R. Giacconi and F. Paolini, "Preliminary Results Obtained by

1401 Instrumentation cn the Artificial Radiation Belts", ASE

Document ASE-341> 1 January 1963. SECRET

2. L. Katz, D. Smart, R. Giacconi, F. Paolini, and R. Talbot, Jr.,

"Preliminary Results on the Artificial Radiaticn Belts Since

October 27, 1962, as Measured by Starad", in Symposium

Proceedings: Beta Beta and Delta Gamma Programs, 6-7 March

1963, Armour Research Foundation of the Illinois Institute of

Technology, Chicago, Illinois, DASA 1371, DASA Data Center

Speciai Report 13, May 1963. SECRET-RESTRICTED DATA.

3. L. Katz, D. Smart, F. Paolini, R. Giacconi, R. Talbot, Jr.,

"Measurements on Trapped Particles Injected by Nuclear Detona-

tions", in Symposium Proceedings: Trapped Radiation, 15-16 April

1963, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland,

17



DASA 1394. DASA Data Center Special Report 16, August 1963.

SECRET.

4. L. Katz, D. Smart, F. R. Paolini, R. Giacconi, and R. Talbot, Jr.,

"Recent Changes in the Artificial Radiation Belts", Presentation at

the 44th Annual Meeting of the American Geophysical Union,

Washincg'on, D. C. , 18 April 1963.

5. L Katz, D. Smart, F. R. Paolini, R. Giaccont, and R. Talbot, Jr.,

"Measurements on Trapped Particles Injected by Nuclear Detona-
tions", Space ResearchY, Proceedings of the Fourth International

Space Science Symposium, Warsaw, June 3-12, 1963, North-

Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam.

6. G. A. Kuck, "Time Behavior of Charged Particles Injected by

1962 High Altitude Russian Nuclear Tests", Thesis, Air Force

Institute of Technology, August 1964.

Document 5 of this list is included as Appendix E of this report.

In summary, the results of the program were:

I. Detection of artificial belts due to Russian High Altitude Nuclear detona-

tions on October 28 and November 1.

2. Measurement of angular distributions and lifetimes of the trapped

radiation artificially injected by the Russian detonations irom early

times up to 45 days after the detonation.

18



The major difficulties encountered in the programs were:

1. Difficulty of interpretation of the data due to the bruad resp'wnse

characteristics of the detectors with respect to different species

and energies of particles.

2. Insufficient angular resolution of the electron d~tectors.

3. Incomplete coverage by the satellite of the times and regions

of interest.

4. Insufficient timing and aspect accur3cy.

Most of these difficulties were due to the fact that the instrumentation

was not specifically designed for monitoring artificial radiation belts. The

short times involved from conception to flight of 1962 Pk (about I month) also

did not permit modification of the detectors er adequate discussion and im-

plementation of the timing and aspect requirements. Advanced planning,

resulting in stand-by payloads specifically designed to detect artificially

injected particles and ready to be flown for such missions is obviously the

answer. This policy is presently Leing implenented by the Defense Atomic

Support Agency.

A second difficulty which as yet has received inadequate attention is

the poor coverage which one can obtain from polar orbiting satellites. A

polar orbiter affords inspection of shells with a wide range of L values

but poor coverage of each shell. An equatorial satellite with identical

instrumentation with appropriately selected orbit could permit full time

coverage from zero times.

19
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APPENDIX A

"Proton Spectrometf-r"

Excerpt from G. Davidson, R. Giacconi, H. Gursky, et al.,

A Research Program to Invtstigate the Experimental Problems

of Particle Measurements in Space, Final Report on Contract AF

19 (604) - 7347, ASE Document ASE-400, 27 May 1963. pp. 133-146.
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3. 4 PROTON SPECTROMETER

3. 4. 1 Introduction

The knowledge of the radiation environment in which

satellite components have to survive is of particular interest for the design

of long-lived systems. Due to the steepness of proton and electron spectra

in the Van Allen belt, it is evident that most of the energy content is carried

by lov,-energy particle fluxes. In particular, rclatively low-energy protons

(energie: greater than 10 Mev) can traverse considerable thicknesses of

shielding - for instance, 1 millimeter of aluminum - and lose their total

residual energy in the next few grarns of material. Damage to solar cells

by such protons is therefore particularly extensive.

Such data must be known for satellites which spend a large portion of

their orbit in the heart of the inner Van Allen belt where large fluxes of

protons in this energy range are expected. The measurements available

to date have been performed in the energy range above 60 Mev. These

data indicate a steep power spectrum up to 320 Mev. If one extrapolates

these results to the 10 Mev region, it can be shown that 10 Mev protons

carry about 103 times more energy than 60 Mev protons. However, such an

extrapolation i> not known to be valld, and it is therefore of great importance

to de:ermine the differential spectrum of protons in this energy range to

establish the existence or absence of a "knee" in the energy spectrum

'he following sec:ions describe an instrument whi.ch has been

designed, coristructe, and flown primarily for the purpose of measuring the

energy spectrum cf protons in the energy region 6 to 100 Mev.

3.4. 2 Theory of Design

The guiding philosophy in the design of this instrument

23



was to achieve the utmost simplicity consistent with the desired objective

of measuring the spectrum of protons In the energy range between 6 and

100 Mev in the heart of the inner Van Allen belt. The spectrometer is a

directional instrument which measures proton fluxes within a cone + 50

from Its axis, and therefore is capable of further yielding information on

pitch angle distributions.

The detector consists of a Thallium activated CsI crystal whose

thickness in the direction of the incident beam is equivalent to the range

of 90 Mev protons (11.5 gr cm 2). This scintillator is surrounded by a

stainless steel shield equivalent in thickness to about 100 Mev protons

except in a narrow opening which defines the field of view. In the path

of the incident particles aiid in front of the CsI(T]) crystal an aluminum
-2

shield equivalent in thickness to the range of a 6 Mev proton (70 mg cm 2

is placed. Figure 4 is a detailed drawing of the head design.

Protons of energy greater tman 6 Mev and smaller than 90 Mev enter

the crystal and are stopped in it. The crystal therefore has a response which

is proportional to the total energy of the proton in the aforementioned energy

range.

Protons of energy greater than 90 Mev traverse the crystal and are not

stopped in it. The energy loss of these high-energy particles are not

linearly proportional to their total energy, b)ut equal the energy loss of

some lower energy protons which do stop in the crystal. However, in aný

particular interval of energy between 6 and 100 Mev, the amount of contamina-

tion due to such high-energy protons will be less than 10 per cent due to the

steepness of the proton energy spectrum. Figure 5 shows the relationship

between the Incident proton energy and the pulse height obtained from the

photomultiplier viewing the CsI(TI) crystal. The decrease in pulse height

with increasing energy above 90 Mev is clearly evident.
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This detector is sensitive Also to electrons of energy greater than

40 key, whch can penetrat• the dluminum shield. However, since the

flux of high-energy electrons is small compared to the proton flux of the

same energy in the inner belt, it is felt that the electron background will

not give rise to serious difficulties in the analysis of the data for this region

of space. By performing pulse height analysis ot the scintillator output

it is therefore possible to determine the differential spectrum of protons

between 6 ind 100 Mev to reasonable accuracy. ( Energy resolution is

about 15% FWHM, and readout accuracy about + 20%).

3. 4. 3 Description of the Instrument

Figure 6 is a photograph of the instrument. It

occupies a volume of 6" x 6" x 12", and weighs about 12 pounds. The

instrument has been tested to operate satisfactorily over a temperature

range of 200F to 165 0 F, and can withstand the vibration, shock, and

acceleration ervironment specified for Midas vehicles.

Figure 7 gives a block diagram of the instrument. The scintillator

is viewed by a ruggedized photomuiiTolier. The average dc current of the

photomultiplier anode is mo,'nitored in addi -on to the single pulses and is

therefore a measure of the total rate of energy deposition in the crystal.

The dc current is fed to a dc amplifier which presents the information in

analog form betwe,'n 0 and 5 volts to a telemetering point.

Pulses are fed through two amplifiers with different gains. In the first,

pulses correspondina to energy losses in the scintillator between 1 and 8 Mev

are amplified to give pulse heights between 0. 5 and 4. 0 volts. In the

second, pulses corresponding to energy losses between 20 Mev and 70 Mev

are armplified to qive pulse heights between 1.0 and 3. 5 volts. The outputs

of these two amplifiers3 are discriminated over eight rarges of pulse height

corresponding to energy losses greater than 1, 2, 4, 8, 20, 30, '10 arnd

70 MeCe. F icu.c 5 illustrates the relationship between incitrnt proton

energy, ,nerqy io:;s, an.d appropriate discrimination levels.
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The output of each energy channel is fed to a logarithmic rate meter

whose voltage is proportional to the logarithm of the counting rate over a

dynamic range of 3 orders of magnitude. In the low-energy channels, this

range extends from 10 to 104 counts per second while in high-energy

channels it extends from 0. 1 to 103 counts per second. The output of the

logarithmic rate meters is in analog form between 0 and 5 volts. The different

ranges in sensitivity were chosen to cover the expected possible variations

in the measured intensities which might be encountered in the heart of the

inner Van Allen belt.

Twelve telemetering points are needed 'o transmit the analog information.

Additional telemetering points are used to monitor the photomultiplier high

voltage and the transistor power supply voltage.

Circuit diagrams for the various elements comprising the instrument

are identical to corresponding elements of the P-a detector, and will not

be duplicated here. The power consumpticn of the total instrument is about

2 watts.

3. 4. 4 Calibration Procedures

Because of time limitations, it was impossible to calibrate

the two instruments of this type with proton accelerators.

Two accelerators would have been necessary - a low energy machine (such

as the 8 Mev ONR Van de Graaff at M. I. T.) and a high energy machine

(such as the 200 Mev Harvard Cyclotron) - for calibration of the low and

high energy channels respectively.

210
For this reason, a Po0 alpha particle source was used for energy

'alibration. The source was in the shape of a very thin Po disk, one-eighth

inch in diameter, covered with a thin protective film of evaporated gold,

all mounted on an aluminum planchette. The energy of the alpha particles

penetrating the gold was measured to be 5. 2 Mev with a 0. 2 Mev half-

maximum width by the suppliers of the source. (The spread is caused by

energy losses In the source and the protective gold foil.) This energy
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spread is well within the resolution of scintillation detectors, and the source

wes therefore perfectly adequate for our purpcse-

Calibration of the eight flux (counting rate) channels of each instrument

was achieved as follows. The ohotomultipller high voltage was preset. The

gain of the amplifier feeding the four low energy channels was then aijusted

until the amplifier pulses produced by the alpha source in contact with the

scinrtillator were 1 65 velts high. Since a 5. 2 Mev alpha particle gives

the same pulse height in CsI(TI) %s a 3. 3 Mev proton, this set an

amplifier scale factor of 0. 50 volts/Mav for protons. The photomultiplier

was then disconnected from the amplifier input, and a pulse generator with a

network to ,ield the same pulse shape as was obtained from the photomultiplier

was substitutea. The discriminators of the four low energy channels were

then set to fire for amplifier output pulse heights of 0. 5, 1. 0, 2. 0, and 4. 0

volts, corresponding therefore to protons which- give energy losses in the

scintillator of 1, 2, 4, and 8 Mev respectively. The relationship between

incident proton energy and energy loss in the scintillator (indicated in

Figure 5 was calculated from proton range - energy relationships in the

usual fashion, using the Univ. of Calif. Range-Energy Tables, UCRL-2301.

The gain of the amplifier feeding the four high energy channels was

adjusted until the gain, relative to the low channel amplifier, was just 0. 10.

This was accomplished in practice by trimming this amplifier until a 0. 5 volt

pulse height output was obtained when the output from the low energy channel

amplifier was 5. 0 volts; the test pulser was used to furnish the input pulses.

This procedure thus set the high energy channel amplifier scale factor to

0. 05 volts/Mev for protons. The discriminators of the four high energy

channels were then set to fire for amplifier output pulse heights of 1. 0,

1. 5, 2. 5, and 3. 5 volts, corresponding to protons which give energy losses

in the scintiliator of 20, 30, 50, and 70 Mev respectively. Since both

ariplifiers were tested to be linear within a few per cent over output pulse

heights from 0. 2 to 5. 0 volts, this procedure resulted in a fairly accu-ate
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calibration of the high energy channels despite the indirectness

of the technique.

Calibration of the energy deposition channel was achieved as follows.

The instrument was placed in a standard location in front of an opening in a

lead house containing a 10. millicurie Go60 source. The rate of energy

deposition in a standard shape CsI(TI) crystal had previously been determined

for this location in the following way. The crystal was mounted on a photo-

multiplier, run at a predetermined negative high voltage and the charge

deposited by the Na22 0. 51 Mev annhilation photopeak was measured in the

conventional way. This led to a "char-j. sensitivity constant", giving the

number of coulombs deposited per ev of energy deposition by electrons. This

number, of course, is aiso identical in magnitude to a "current sensitivity

constant" giving the photomultiplier current (coulombs/ second) produced

per ev/second rate of energy deposition. The PM was then rewired for anode

dc current measurement, and placed at the standard location before the Co 6 0

source. The PM was run at the same high voltage as before, and the anode

current was measured. Since the "current sensitivity factor" was known,

this led directly to the rate of energy deposition in the standard CsI(Tl)

crystal at the standard location before the source. Geometrical and shielding

corrections were then calculated for the CsI(T1) scintillator and shielding

proper to the proton spectrometer to be calibrated. These were applied to

derive a new source strength, in ev/sec, peculiar to this detector placed in

the standard location. The signal output from this instrument's current

meter was then recorded. This procedure calibrated one point for this channel,

in an absolute fashion. To achieve calibration over the entire dy.namic

range of this channel, use was made of the fact that photomultiplier anode

current (within space charge limitations) Is linearly proportional to the rate

of energy deposition in the scintillator. An intermedia:e calibration curve,

of current meter signal output versus input current (generated by 3 calibrated

laboratory current source) was first plotted. The recoded photomultiplier
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60

signal obtained frorr the Co source led directly to the needed proportionality

constant between PM anode current and rate of energy deposition. The current

scale of the aforementioned intermediite calibration curve was then relabL-d in

terms of the rate of energy deposition, resulting in an absolute calibratlon

curve. The curve for a typical instrument is shown in Figure 8

The logarithmic count rate meters were calibrated by the use of the

pulser utilized in the energy scale (discriminator) calibrations. Output signal

versus the pulse repetition rate input was plotted for each of the eight flux

channels of the instrument. Figure 9 shows a typical calibration curve.

3. 4. 5 Summary of Experimental Results

Up to the time of this report, one proton spectrometer has

flown, and that one on a satellite given the international designation 19 6 2 03k.

The instrument operated satisfactorily. Analysis of the data obtained has not

yet been completed. Preliminary results were reported at the NASA-DASA Sym-

posium on Trapped Radiation, held at. Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,

Maryland, on April 135 and 16; and again at the 44th Annual Meeting of the

American Geophysical Union held in Washington, ID. G., cn April 17 through 20.

Probably the most interesting data obtained from this instrument resulted

from its capabilities as an electron spectrometer, rather than as a proton spec-

trometer. In this application, since the electron to pro•,n pulse height ratio

is very close to unity in CsI(T1), and since the 70 nmg/cm2 aiuminum shield in

front of the scintillator results in negligible energy loss for high -nergy electrons,

the first five discriminator levels co:rrespond very nearly to electrons of incident

energy 1, 2, 1, H, and 20 Mev.'. (The last three discriminators will not respond

to electrons since the maximxm energy loss an electron can experience In the

CsI(TI) is about 25 MIev.) Durin, flight, significant electron counting rates were
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observed in the first three channels. Highest fluxes occurred when the satellite

passed through the L - 1.83 shell, containing an artificial radiation belt. This

L region is also the slot between the natural Inner and outer radiation belts,

known to be low in proton population. Correlation with outputs uf other instru-

ments flown established conclusively the identification of the particles beyond

L = 1. 8 as electrons. Protons were detected by the instrument in the reqion

of the inner belt as expected, but data analysis for this region of the magneto-

sphere is incomplete.



APPENDIX B

"Proton-Alpha Experiment"

Excerpt from G. Davidson, R. Glacconi. H. Gursky, et al.,

A Research Program to Investigate the Experimental Problems

of Particle Measurements in Space, Final Report On

Contract AF 19 (604) - 7347, ASE Document ASE-400,

27 May 1963. pp. 58 - 89.
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3. 1. 2 In.trumentation

The use of an artificial satellite as a vwhicle imposed

particular requirements on the weight, reliability, and ruggedness of the

instrumentation necessary to perform the experiment. Classical solutions

for mass discrimination such as magnetic separation had to be discarded

owing to weight considerrtion, In order to exploit the benefits of long

available times of observation, the power consumption requirements were

kept to a rminimum. Particular problems existed in the data transmission.

The experimental arranegements which are discussed in the following

sections were designed to satisfy these requirements.

Emphasis was placed on simplicity of construction, reliability of

operation, light weight, and low power requirements. A particular effort

was spent to reduce to a minimum the requirements on the data-transmitting

equipment.

The instrumentation required for the proposed experiment was designed

to perform any or all of the following functions:

A. Detect protons, alpha particles, and other possible

heavy components in the Mev energy range.

B. Distinguish between these particles.

C. Measure their energy.

The three functions are not independent from each other. In fact, to

discriminate between different particles, a measurement of •he energy

together with another independunt quanti.ty, such as range, or rate of

energy loss is required. Therefore, rather than discussing single

components which could be used to perform one particular function, we

prefer to discuss complete systems which can accomplish all three functions.
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Each such system is built around a basic component, the detector.

The characteristics of the detector and the type of information it

can furnish dictated the choice for additional components which had

to be used to perform the experiment. For the final design of the experiment,

various possible systems built around adaptions of available detectors

were studied in detail and a scintillator detector was selected as the basic

detector.

3. 1. 3 Princiole of Operation

Inorganic scintillators such as thallium-activated C sI

will respond almost linearly to the energy loss within their volume. By

using more than one scintillation detector, one could, therefore, measure

both the specific energy loss and the total energy of the particle. In

Figure lOa, a schematic arrangement is shown. The anti-coincidence

detector, S 3 , assures that the particles stop in S2 and, therefore, that

the pulse height in S2 is a measure of the total energy, E. The pulse

height in S1 is a measure of the specific energy loss AL/Ax. From

these two measurements, the Lype and energy of the particle can be

determined. This classical arrangement, however, is easily adapted

only to the detecticn of particles of relatively high energy. For low-

energy particles, the thickness of S. must be made smaller than theI

residual range of the particle. .n the case of protcns or alpha particles

of energies of a few Mev, the residual ranges7 are of the order of microns,

as shown in Figure 11.

The practical difficulties involved with a thin detector S led to a
1

consideratioe of other possible schemes. A different approach which was

the one finally, adopted consists in the measurement of max.,num range

(raLer than AE/dx) and energy. .ni7 arrangement is the one shown

schematically in Figure lob. The counter S which previouý;ly was used
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to measure AF/Ax is eliminated. One can only measure the total

energy, E, lost in S Still, it can be shown that such a detector

would, in fact, be able for given energy regions, to distinguish

between different kinds of particles besides measuring their energy.

Let us assume, for instance, that the scintillator S has a given2

thickness, R. The maximum range that a particle stopping in S2

can have is (neglecting straggling) also R. Different particles

having the same range have different energies, as evident by inspection

of Figure 11. For instance, the maximum energy of a proton stopping

in . 2 millimeters of CsI(T1) is about 5 Mev, while the maximum energy

of an alphia particle stopping in this thickness Is 20 Mev. Therefore,

no pulse from S2 corresponding to an energy loss of mcre than 5 Mev can

be given by a proton. Consequently, with this particular thickness of

scintillator, we are able to separate alpha particles of energies between

5 and 20 Mev from protons of any energy, and are also able to measure

the a-particle energy spectrum in this region. With other similar detectors

having different scintillator thicknesses, other regiorns of the spectrum

could be selected. It should be noted that the higher Z particles could

not be separated from the alpha component in this fashion, so that a small

contamination of high Z would not be resolved. The same method could,

however, be used to separate high Z components from alpha particles in

given spectral regions. The design of this particular type of system was

adopted for the flight instrumentation.

3. 1.4 Rejection of Spurious _vents

The dvailablc measurements on intensity and composition

of radiation in the Van Allen belts of radiation indicate omni-directional in-

tensities in the core of the inner layer of 109 / cm scc. for electrons with

energies greater than 20 key and 2 x 104 /cm 2 sec. for protons with energy

,13



I I£
greater than about 40 Mev. While the electronics associated with the

detector can very effectively distinguish between the pulse heights

produced by the electrons and heavier particles, it was felt that the

number of electrons present is so high that they might produce a dc

background, which would, in effect, Jam the counter. One could improve

this situation by reducing the solid angle viewed by the detector, but in

this way, the fluxes of all types of particles would be reduced by the same

amount. We used a different approach to this problem consisting of the

use of a magnetic separator capable of reducing the electron fluxes by

orders of magnitude without appreciably reducing the proton and alpha

fluxes. A magnetic field of about 2000 gauss cver a region of 6.
2

cm was used to deflect particles with momenta up to 10 Mev/c

by 30 . El-ctrons up to 10 Mev energies could thereby be re-

moved from the accepted beam, while protons and alphas of the same

energy would be deflected by angles of the order of 10. The advantage

of this method is due to the fact that proton and alpha fluxes are not

attenuated, while the electron flux is. The magnetic field required was

obtained by using small permanent magnets. A diagram of the detector

assembly is shown in Figure 12.

Care was exercised in the design of the experiment to discriminate

against other possible sources of background as, for instance, nuclear

interactions of low and high-energy particles in the detector. By using

a thin detector we reduced the probability of occurrence of such interactiorI

to relatively low values.

3. 1. 5 Flight Instr4mgntation

Figure 13 is a photograph of the flight instrumentation

which was constructed to implement this experiment.

A listing of the design specifications is given below.
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Power Requirements: 1 watt, 28 +VDO.

Weight: 10.8 lbs.

Detector: 6199 photomultiplier with Csl and plastic scintillator
sandwi.ch.

Field Strength: B 500 gauss.

Shielding: 1. 5 m gr/cm2

-3 2
Geometric Factor: AAL= 1.5 x 10 cm ster.

Max. Counting Rate. 107 protons/cm2 sec ster.

Counting Life: Indefinite.

Outputs: There are eight outputs fed to the cable connector.
These consist of three log count rate meters whose
dc output is a linear function of the logarithm of
their counting rate. The riscriminator circuits in
these channels are set to respond to pulses of proton
and alpha particle stopping in the CsI. The energy
loss required to trigger the discriminators are as
follows:

Ch. P1 1 Mev
Ch. P2 2 Mev
Ch. P3 3.5 Mev

"in addition to this, there is the output from a cyclic
gate (Ch. 1) which internally commutates the outputs
from four other log count rate meters and displays
each for about four seconds. These channels respond
to particles having the following energies:

Ch. a la 5.5 - 16 Mea alphas
Cn. a 2a 10 - 15 Mev alphas
Ch. hp 2a 10 - 50 Mev protons
Ch. hp la 1s - _V Mev protons

In conjunction with this output, -ind having four
separate outputs, are four digital readouts, Ch a lb,
Ch. a 2b, Ch. hp 2b, Ch. hp lb, each operated by
an analog staircase and covering the same energy
ranges as the above log count rate meters

Environmental
Operating Limits: Temperature: +20 F t-) +165 F

Acceleration: 50 G's
Shock: S5 0's in 7 x 10- sec.

Vibration: 25 G's. 30 - 3000 cps.



A block diagram of the electronics is shown In Figure 14. (Note:

Some of the energy ranges indicated differ from those of the previous table;

the table indicates the later design values).

Figures 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21, show the wiring of the

individual Modules A through G.

A particle in the field of view of the detector is deflected by the

static magnetic field. Electrons are deflected enough so that approximately

only 1% of the electrons at 1 Mev can reach the detector. Proton 3nd alpha

particles are deflected almost inappreciably.

A particle impinging on the detector can penetrate one or both of the

scintillators. A mixed light pulse from the Pilot B scintillator with about
-8 -7

5 x 10 sec decay time and fr-,m the CsI(TI) with about 3 x 10 sec decay

time will be detected and amplified by the photomultiplier. Pulses are

monito.-ed at the last dynode and at the anode. The dynode pulse is clipped

by use of a shorted cable which eliminates the slow component.

The anode pulse is amplified and fed to a linear gate (Module C2) which

is triggered by the identical pulse delayed by . 2 x 10-6 sec. This allows only

the slow portion of the pulse to be transmitted to an antigate (Module B) which

is triggered by the fast pulse. If no "fast pulse" is present the slow component

from the Csi(TI) is fed to a 5 channel analyzer (Modules Dl through D5). If a

fast pulse is present no output is present from Module B.

On the other harnd both pulses ire also fed to a linear gate (Module CI).

The fast pulse is delayed by . S x 10-6 sec to allow coincidence between it

and the slow portion of the pulse from (Module C2) the previous linear gate which

furnishes the slow portion dnd constitutes the trigger. If coincidence exists

the iast pulse is analyzed on 2 chdnnels (Modules D6 and D7). The meaning

of these operations from the point of view of the medsurement is the following,

The pulst from a slow particle stopping in the first scintillator CsI(V) is

analyzed by DI to DS. The pulse height coriesponds to its total energy.
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The pulse from a fast particle which enters both scintillators is

I• analyzed by D6 and D7. The level of discrimination in the linear gate

is such that only particles which exhibit a large enough energy loss

iM the CsI(T1) are accepted. This corresponds to a AE/A5x requirement.

The level is such that only particles with energies less than 50 Mev are

accepted. These parltcles will stop in the Pilot B scintillator if they are

protons of less than 32 Mev or electrons of less than 2 Mev. By requiring

5 Mev energy loss in the first crystal and greater than 10 and 15 Mev

energy loss in the second, we -an eliminate elect:ons and measure the

energy of the protons in two bands of 10 to 50 and 15 to 30 Mev. The

outputs of all discriminators are fed to count rate meter which furnishes

a voltage approximately proportional to the logarithm of the counting rate

(Module E). A typical calibratior -urve is shown in .•gure 22. Also

on the four highest energy channels tVe output is Led to octal staircase

scalers (Module F) to allow acrurate c.-unting at very low fluxes. The

output of these scalers were multiplexed within the experiment by means

of a cyclic gate 1Module •X).

Additiornai clectroiPcs included a high voltage supply of the Ccckcrolt

Walton type and a dc to dc converter and voltage regulator shown in

Figure 23. Fi.•ure 24 shows the wiring diagram of a test panel for

testing Modules A through G.

The output from the channels were adjusted to measure particles in

the following ranges of energy, given on page 47.
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TYPICAL COUNT RATE METER CALIBRATION
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3. 1. 6 Calibrations

The prototype flight instrument was subjected to

extensive testing. Exposure at the High Vcltage Engineering Van de

Graaff electron accelerator was used to study the response of the

instrument to very high electron and gamma ray fluxes. Effects such

as pile-up and fatiqLe were studied to assure that conservative criteria

had :oeen used in the design of the experiment.

Both in-house calibrations with alpha particle sources and calibra-

tion at the 14 Mev M. I. T. Cyclotron were used to set the proper energy

discrimination levels. The protons and alpha particles beam,- was brought
outidethrugha 64 x1-3 m2

outside through a 6. 4 x 10 gr/cm Au foil. The energy of the particles

was then attenuated by use of Al foils . 001 inches thick in various

amounts. Protons with energy loss as small as . 5 Mev in the scintilla-

tors were detecteo. A point calibration was performed to determine

linearity of the system to a given energy lost in the CsI(T1). Figure 25

shows a typical curve obtained in such a test. The vertical error bars are

estimated on the basis of inherpnt statistical accuracy of detetor. The

horizontal error bars are due to uncertainty inherent in the method used to

degrade the energy. Effects of straggling at very low energies are predomi-

nant. The efficiency for measuring alpha particles was determined and a

resolution curve obtained with alpha particles showed an energy resolution

of about 20 per cent. The rejection efficiency of the anti coincidence was

measured and found to be identical, within the measurement error, to 10tc

per cent. These calibrations were repeated for each flight unit tc assure

reproduc:ibility. It was found that the individual differences in geometry and

crystal efficiencies were negligible.

In the field, calibration wa; carried out by especiaiiy mounted radioactive

alpha particle sources which could be brought into close proximity of the

CsI(TI) crystal.
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3. 1. 7 Operational Information

Seven complete units of the proton-alpha experinewts

(AFCRL designation CRM-2B) were built. The first unit was delivered on

1 February 1961.

Unit ASE-P-32-0 was used in destructive environmental testing.

Unit ASE-P-32-1 was flown on the Atlas Pod 08, at Cape Canaveral

on 19 December 1961.

Unit ASE-P-32-4 was flown on an Air Force Satellite launched on

14 December 1962 at VAFB (PMR). The satellite did not achieve orilt.

Unit ASE-P-32-6 was (under the direction of the scientific monitor)

modified to fly on the 1962 3k satellite. This unit was working properly

up to a few hours before launch when last calibrated. The unit did not

however, operate as planned after the boost phase. We ascribe this failure

to a malfunction of the high voltage supply. The high voltage supplies of

units ASE-P-32-2, ASE-P-32-3, and ASE-P-32-5 were changed to a new

supply of the type used or, the P-Il instrumentation.

Unit ASE-P-32-5 is presently on board of an orbiting spacecraft

launched on 9 Mev 1963 from VAFB (PMR). N,• information has yet been

received by us on the success of the flight and no data have yet been

made available.

Units kSE.-P-32-2 and ASE-P-32-3 have not yet beeL assigned a

vehicle. These units are completely tested and calibrated and could be

made ready for flight in a matter of hours.

3. 1.8 Results

Proton-Alpha unit No. ASE-P32-1 was flown in an

engineerincg test on Atlas Pod 08, 19 December 1961, from C'awe. Canaveral.

The trajectory had an apogee of 1280 kin, which took the Poo into the inner
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radiation belt. (Figure 26). Since it was primarily an engineering test

rather than a scientific data gathering flight, and since there was uncertainty

concernino the expected particle intensity the instrument would encounter,

the magnetic electron broom was removed, the field of view was increased

and the energy thresholds were lowered. This resulted in the detector

being sensitive to electrons as well as protons and alphas.

Simple considerations using previously known energy and voltage thres-

threshold settings, the newly set voltage threshold settinas, and voltage-

energy linearity, leaa to the following new ranges of sensitivy for the

various data channels:

Channel Protons Electrons

P1  3. 7 > E > .35 Mev Inscnsitive

P2  3. 7 > E > .65 Mev Insensitive

P 3. 7 > E > 1. 9 Mev Insensitive
3

a1 3. 7 > E > 2. 82 Mev Insensitive
•. 23. 7 > E > 3. 15 Mev Insensitive

HP2  E > 3.4 Mev E > 0.35 Mev

HP E > 5.3 Mev E > 0.6 Mev

A complete calibration was done for protons. No calibration was done

for elections, The detector had a 9 half-angle field of view and an area of
-- ,5 CM2 giving . . eometric factor of -0.08 cm2-ster. A sample of the

type of data d is shown in Figures 27, 28, and 29.

Ficure •7 shows the variation of the counting rate in channel P
1

sk nsitive to protons with enermy greater than . 35 Mev with respect to

cost) where R is the angle between th,- axis of the field of view of the

detector and the B field. A similar plot for protons with energy greater than

.65 Mev is shown in Figure 28.

Figure 2q shows the variation of the rate in cne of the fast plastic

scintillator (Pilot B) disr'... '.,'s HP.'. Si•-ce che threshold for coincidence
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ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OF CHANNEL HP20 OUTPUT
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in the CsI(Tl) had been lowered to accept pulses for minimum ionixing

paiticles, this rate can represent the rate either of protons with energy

* greater than 3.36 Mev or of elecu.,ns of energy greater than . 35 Mev.

The second possibility i:; the one we have accepted to explain the

inconsistency between the extrapoldted energy spectrum at 3 Mev that

can be calculated by use of the low energy measurements (which fit a

power spectrum of the form E-Y with y between approximately 2. 5 and

3.) and the measured int-,nsities in HP2.

We conclude that we have measured in HP2 a mixture of electrons

and protons with electrons predominating. We believe that channels P 1 .

P2 . a1 and a 2 are measuring protons with perhaps a small contamination

of electrons (due to straggling or pile-up).

The re.•e observed in HPI is consistent with it being sensitive to

protons of energy greater than about 5. 3 Mev.

The counting rate shows a sharp rise at an altitude of -1050 km.

B- .29, L - 1.48; reaches a maximum at apogee, 1280 km. B ~ .16 and

L - 1. 28; it decreases sharply around 700 kin, B - .20, L - 1. 34. The

interpretation is that the pod entered the inner radiation belt at 1050 kin,

passed through apogee inside the belt and then left at 700 km. These

"uedges" when plotted on a B-L map correspond to the general outline of

the known natural belts.

Below is a table showing the typical counting rates at apogee. The

maximum and minimum reier to the maxima and minima of the signal as it

is modulated due to tumbling and to changes in B, L with time; units are

counts per second.
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£

Channel M ax. N,!,

P1  700 35

P 200

3 -0
a, ~3-0

a 2  - ~0

HP) - 09- 0 C

All of these measurement., wcr-e obtaincd from the count rate meters.

Two of the scalers appear to have operated throughout the flight, eb and

HPWb, HP remained constant .hr,.ughout,. and cl counted for the first
l b

350 seconds and thien rcmained constant foi the rest of the f!i.ht. These

appear to be the only two possible instrumentai failures in the entire system.

Preliminary correlations of counting rate with the magnetometers

indicate that it may be possible to obtain angular distributions of eiecons
and rowons. The- tuwmbling occurred in such a manner that not all angles

were explored; thus it is impossible to get complete angulr distributions,

but it may oe possible to -,et enou.gh to be of significant interest.

We consider this flight to have been successful beyond expectation

both, from an engineering and scientific point of view.

A complete study of Lne angular distributions was not done in the

first analysis for we were mainly interested in whether or not the instrument

operated correctly under flight conditions - it did, except for the two apparunt

scaler failures.
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APPENDIX G

1. 0 BETA, BETA. GAMMA INSTRUJMENTATION (CRM 11)

This instrumentation was de.igned to detect y -rays and O-rays, As

shown in Figure 30, the instrument package contains two 13-ray detectors

mounted with mutually perpendicular detection vectors and one - -ray detector.

This geometric configuration will allow rough measurements of angular

distributions to be performed and correlated with magnetic aspect.

The 13-ray detector consists of a plastic scinrtillator which is covered

by a thin alumilnum shield and is viewed by a ruggedized photomultiplier.

The aluminum shield prevents visible light from imping.ing on the scintillator

and establishes a minimum energy for ,S-rays which enter th_, scintillator.

The chosen thickness of 6.8 mglcrmn corresponds to the practical range of

electrons of 70 key and for protons of 1. 5 Mev. The thickness of the plastic

scintillator, approximately. 31 gicm 2, corresponds to the practical rdnge of

0. 8 Mev electrons. The crystal was chosen so thin to minimize its sensi-

tivity to Y-Tadiation. The detector is exposed to the environment through a

hole in the instrument package. The field of view of this sensor is

approximately 1 steradian (Figure 31). The detector is 150 times more sensi-

tive to electrons than to -y -rays. The range of sensitivity of this detector is
9from approximately 10 to 10 electrons/cm'sec. Figure 32 shows the 1-sensor

unit, and Figure 33, the schematic diagram of the beta-gamma sensor.

The pulse rate and the total current from the detector are measured.

A two channel pulse height analyzer is used to fv'rnish crude spectral informa-

tion for pulse rates from 10 to 105 pulses per secona. Thc maximum puls_

rate is determined by the fixed dead time of the counter of 10i sec. The pulse

rates measure the number of pulses of energy greater than the threshold energy.

Figure 34shows the beta-gamma logic unit, and Figure 35,the schematic

diagram of this unit.
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GEOMETRY OF BETA RAY DETECTOR
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The current rronitor measures the rate of energy depotition in the crystal.
It is capable of measuring currents equivalent to energy deposition rates from

4 9
approximately 10 Mev/sec to approximately 10 Mev/sec.

The -y -ray detector consists of a CsI(TI) crystal scintillator of approximately

4 g weight covered by a .3 g/cm Al shield and viewed by a ruggedized photomulti-

plier. This detector is embedded in a foaming compound which is u:sed to support

the various components in the instrument package (Figure 36). The detector is,

therefore, shielded from the environment by composite materials roughly equva-

lent to at least 2 g/cm2 Al. This scintillator is consequently relatively insensi-

,tive to electrons of energy lower than 4-5 Mev; it is, however, sensitive to the

bremsstrahlung produced by these electrons in the instrumentation case.

Therefore, the response of this detector can be used to distinguish between

incident photons and electrons. The detector is sensitive to y -rays of energy

greater than about 100 key over 47 steradians. The range of sensitivity of this

detector is from approximately 10 to 109 N -rays/cm 2sec. This dynamic range is

obtained as in the case of the electron detectors by use of pulse and current

measurements. Figure 37 shows the complete experiment, and Figure 38 shows the

various beta and gamma sensor logic znits inside the case. Figure 39 is the

block diagram of the ctrcuit, and Figure 40 is a diagram of the wiring harness.

1. 1 Calibration Procedure for Debris Decay Radiation Instrumentation

1. 1.1 Calibration of Counting Rate Meters

A variable frequency, variable height pulser producing

pulses of 1 microsecond duration was used to establish the discriminator

settings of the upper level (UU4 and lower level (LU discriminators. These

settings were adjusted for ali instruments to be 2. 2 and 1. 1 volts. Sub-

sequently using a 2, 5 volt amplitude, 1 microsecond long pulse, a curve of

voltage output of the count rate meter versus pulse rate was obtained.
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The pulse rate was obtained by measuring the distance between pulses on

a calibrated oscilloscope time base. The method was identical for electron

and y -ray sensor logics,

1. 1. 2 Determination of Threshold Energies

137
A Cs source was used to determine Zhe threshold

energies of the two counting rate channels of the electron sensor. A

pulse height spectrum of the pulses from the scintillator was obtained to

determine the voltage corresponding to the 660 kev internal conversion

electron. The gain of the photomultiplier was adjusted until 0 5 Mev

energy deposition corresponded to a pulse at the lower level discriminator

input of 1. 1 volts. The upper level discriminator setting therefore corres-

ponded to approximately 1. 0 Mev deposited. The measurement was performed

with a known source at a known distance from the detector. A standard

logic was used with a standard detector. The count rate meter outputs of the

upper and lower level discriminators were recorded.

Subsequently, for all electron sensors, the same source and geometry

were used, and the photomultiplier gain was set by simply iuplicating the

measured rates of the standard unit.

For the y -ray detector a similar technique, utilizing the 0. 51 Mev
22

and 1. 28 Mev y -rays from a Na source, was employed.

1. 1. 3 Calibration oi Logarithmic Current Meters

The '• -,'ay detector rate of energy deposition channel
C60

was calibrated by use of a Co source of 10 millicuries. A standard

detector was placed at various known distances with respect to the source,

and the various anode currents Ii were measured. With the same detector

at the same gain, the charge Q deposited at the anode by a single
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0.51 Mev y -ray from the N2a source was measured. The charge Q

deposited at the anode by 1 Mev was then calculated. The rate of energy

deposition Ri in the standard detector at each position was derived by

the equation

Ri= QL in Mev sec1

In thils manner a tabulation of energy deposited in the standard y -ray

detector as a function of distance was obtained. All -y -ray detectors were

then calibrated by measuring the current output at each of the points at

which the rate of energy deposition was previously determined. A graph

of voltage output versus Mev deposited per second for each N -ray aetec-

tor was thus obtained.

The calibration of an electron detector rate of energy deposition

channel proceeded in the following manner. The standard y -ray sensor

was used with the electron logic to be calibrated. The logarithmic current

meter signal output at each of the standard positions with respect to the
60

Co source was then recorded. Since all electron and y -ray sensors

had gains adjusted so that a given energy deposited by v single event

in the crystal yielded the same pulse height into the discriminator, it

can be shown that the rates of equivalent energy deposition Rei in the

electron sensor crystal at the standard positions of the Co source were

given by

R el f RI
c
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where f is a correction, experimentally determined, due to the differentC
characteristic decay times of the CsI(Tl) and the Pilot B scintillators and

to the properties of the electronic circuitry. This method was used because

it was not practical Gt the time to use a 10 milllcurie elec-tron source and

because of the relative low sensitivity of the electroA detector to N -rays.

A calibration curve of logarithmic current meter output versus energy

deposited R was thus obtained.

1. 1. 4 Calibration for ey Large Fuxe

At fluxes in excess of 106 particles per second or

106 Mev deposited per second, both the counting rate meters and the rate

of energy deposition channel (logarithmic current meter) became saturated.

In such situations, the photomultiplier used all of the 'urrent that the

high voltage supply could furnish. The high voltage therefore dropped as

the current tried to increase above the power supply's rated maximum in a

manner depending on the regulating circuitry of the high -.oltage supply.

One could, therefore, by monitoring the high voltage, measure the rate of

energy deposition, thereby increasing the dynamic range of the instrument
9

by about 3 orders of magnitude up to 10 Mev deposited per second. This

calibration proceeded as follows. Since a 1 curie source was not available

(which would have been necessary to produce the desired fluxes), the

amounts of incident visible light equivalent to various high rates of energy

deposition in the crystal were established. The intensity of a visible
3

light source, covered with neutral density of 10 attenuation, was varied

until the reading of the logarithmic current meter at the highest energy

deposition not yet saturating was reproduced. By rem.,oving filters of

known attenuation, intensities corresponding to known higher rates of

energy deposition could thus be obtained. This calibration was performed

on the standdrd unit. For all other units it wao assumed that the high

voltage supply and monitor would yield identical results. This assumption

was checked in a few samples and found to hold.



1. 1..55 Use of Standard Unp

All of the calibrations were accomplished by comparison

of the units to be cdlibrated with the standards. This constitutes, of course,

a relative calibration. Absolute calibrations were performed on the standard

units above. These units have been retained so tht if necessary the

absolute calibration procedure can be refined and utilized for these data for

all units.

The technique of measurement consists of the use of scintillation

counters as detectors of the radiation field. A scintillation crystai .esponds

to the incoming radiation - y producing light in quantities proportional to the

amount of energy lost by ionizing radiation in the crystal, This light is

detected by the photosensitive surface of a photomultiplier from which a

number of electrons proportional to the incident light flux is produced. The

electrons are then accelerated from dynode to dynode of the multiplier struc-

ture with a total number gain at the collecting electrode (anode) of approxi-

mately one million. Single ionizing particles transversing the crystal will

produce a pulse of electrons at the anode whose duration is a fuiction of

the crystal properties. In CsI(TI) this duration is approximately I06
-8

seconds, Pilot B, approximatply 10 seconds. Particle fluxes impingin;

on the scintillator can be detected by counting the indivl,.ual pulses as

long es their rate is less :han 106 in CsI(TI) or N0a in Pilot B. If fluxes

larger than these occur, then an average current is produced at the anode

which is a direct measure of the rate of energy dep;ostion in the cristal.
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To utilize fully the information furnished by the detector, the rate

of individual pulses as well as the 3verage rate of energy deposition in

the crystal was measured. The maximum rate at which single pulses could

be counted was dL'-rmined by the electronics and was of the order of 10S

per second. At the rates which permitted pulse techniques to be used,

pulse height analysis in two channels of different thresholds was per-

formed to obtain rough information on the spectrum of the impinging
5

radiation. For incident fluxes greater than 10 , measurement: were made

of the rate of energy deposition. These combined techniques permitted

measurements over a range from about 10 Mev deposited per second to

109 Mev deposited per second.

In order to carry out the proposed experiment to measure the flux of

electrons and -y -rays from radioactive debris decay, two crystals were

used - one of CsI(TI) and the second of Pilot B plastic. The reasons for

this choice were as follows: since scintillator crystals respond tc ionizing

particles, ýheir response to N -radiation occurs primarily by creatiov in

the crystal of Compton electrons and detection of these electrons. In

order to have an efficient detector, one must therefore furnish enough

maE- for the 'y -ray to interac- and a material of high atomic number :t

to provide a high Compton cross-section. On the othei hand. if iow

Z, small mass crys-.! is chosen, its efficiency to N --radlation is small.

The chosen C.:(TI) and Pilot B sciritillacrs had mcsses of approxi-

mately 4. u, and 0. 31 grams and the ratio of the effective atomic numbers

was of the order of 10. Therefore, the Cs!T(TI) was approximately two

orders of magnitude, rnc-r efficient in detecting t -rays than the Pilot B

scintillator. B,•n y-r,•,!als were mpproxitnately equally efficient for

detection of electrens. LBy shielding the Csl(TI) crystal with about



2. 0 g/cm2 of aluminum and composite materials, the sensitivity of the

CeI(Ti) detector to electrons was reduced by orders of magnitude for

electrons with energy less than about 4 Mev. The shielding in front of

the Pilot B scintillator was rnade as thin as possible and was of 0. 165

g/cm of beryllium. This corresponded to an ilectron energy threshold

*f 0. 5 Mev. In Figure 41 the calculated fraction of incident energy

deposited in the scintillator as a function of the energy of the incident

radiation is shown for the electron detector for y -rays and electrons.

The calculation was carried out taking into account the transmission of

the beryllium filter and the stopping power of a thickness of carbon

equivalent to the thickness of the Pilot B scintillator. In Figure 42 a

similar plot Is shown for the ý -ray detector. An absorber thickness of
2

2 g/cm of aluminum was assumed and the stopping power of the CsI(Tl)
2

crystal of a'out 4. 5 g/cm was taken into account, Figure 43 shows, for

a given incident gamma ray flu,- the ratio of the energy deposited in the

gamma ray detector to the eneray deposited in Lhe electron detector as a

function of the gamma photon energy
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APPENDIX D

DIGITAL COMPUTER PROCESSING

1. 0 INTRODUCTION

The telemetered data from the satellite was digitized -nd initially

processed by IJockheed. This processing produced digital magnetic tapes,

in a format compatible for reading by the FORTRAN II input-output system

on the IBM 7090. These tapes contained voltage readings telemetered

from the satellite, with universal times of original instrum.nt reading and

mergeu ephemeris information. During the course of the satellite's life-

time, Lockheed changed the format of these tapes. The two formats dre

referred to in this document as "Format I" and "Format 2". Format 2
gives information arranged very differently froi Format 1. Therefore,

different computer programs had to be rewritten for the two formats.

To aid in the reduction of the data, the following computer programs

were written. These programs all run on the IBM 7090, under control of

the FORTRAN Monitor System.

1. Tape Inventory Program, Format 1

2. Tape Listing Program:i, Format 1

3. Count vs. B and L Program, Format 1

4. Time Correction Program, Format I

S. Alpha vs. N (Pitch Angle vs. Count) Proqrs.m, Format 1

6. Alpha vs. N (Pitch Angle vs. Count) Program, Format 2
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The first program was designed to aid in bc-,kkeeping during the process-

ing of the data. It produced a summary of the information on the Lockheed

tapes. The second program produced a detailed listing of selected informa-

tion from the Lockheed tapes. The third program mapped count rate informa-

tion in geomagnetic B-L space. The fourth program applied a time correction,

which had been computed manually, to the information on the Lockheed tape.

The last two programs tabulated voltage readings with their associated count

rate values and pitch angles.

Since most of the information received was in Format 1, most • f the

programs were nct rewritten for Format 2.
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2.0 LOCKHEED TAPE FORMATS

The following information applies to both formats:

I. Real time channels are 8, 11, 12.

2. Tape recorded channels are 18 and 98 (F)

3. Telemetry Link I is used for launch only.

4. Telemetry Link 2 contains all experiment Qata except SAPUT

5. Telemetry Link 3 is SAPUT only.

6. The station code is:

01 VAFB 23 Ascention Island
07 KodiaK, Alaska 30 New Boston, N. H.
09 Hawaii

2. 1 Format 1

1. The records arid files on the tape are arranged in the

usual FORTRAN 2 manner, 256 words per record, and

as many records as necessary in a file.

2. Each file contains any num'ber of records. The first

record contained 2 control words followed by 3 data

words (the rest of the 256 words are not used in the

record). The first word is a FORTRAN 2 control word.

The second word tells how many data words are follow-

ing in the record. The next three give tie vehicle

number, channel numoer, telemetry line number, cow,-

mutator position, orbit number, station number, ani

computer run number. For example, this indicitive
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might be: 140108020020010091. 1401 vehicle number;

08 channel number; 02 telemetry link number; 002 commutator

position; 001 orbit number: 09 station number; and 1

computer run number.

3. The second and succeeding records in the file will con-

tain the following: The first word in the record is a FOR-

TRAN 2 control word, and the second word tells how many

words of data follow in the record. Then follow 36 (or

fewer) sets of words arranged as TIME, GC LATITUDE.

LONGITUDE, ALTITUDE (KM), B. L. These are arranged in

groups of seven. Each group gives: time, voltage, read-

out, geocentric latitude in degrees, terrestrial east longitude

in degrees, altitude in kilometers, and geomagnetic coor-

dinates B (gauss), an L (earth radii).

4. Each file contains all the data from one commutator point

acquired from one pass. In general the first two words in

each record are a FORTRAN control word and the number of

data words following in the record. Time is the common

base in relating one file to other files and is given to two

decimal places, in seconds of Universal Time since

1 October 1962.

2.2 Format 2

The tape contains any number of files. Each file contains:

1. Flight indicative in the first record.

2. Data indicative in the second record.

3. Actual data values fi-om the third up to the last record

prior to an end of file.
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There is an end of file after each file of data and three (3) end of files

after the last file of data on the tape. The following read statement may

be used to read all records:

READ TAPE IT, IRM, MG, NSET, [ (DATA(I, J), I a 1, MG), J a 1, NSETJ

where

IT = Input Tape Unit Number

IRM z which type of record this is:

If IRM a 0, the record contains three (3) words Flight Indicatives.

If IRM = 1, the record contains Data Indicatives. This shows

the arrangement of the data in all the following

data records.

If IRM T 9, thu record contains the actual data values.

MG Max! num nur oer of the first subscript I in Data (I, J) of

the read statement. This value is always equal to the number

of merged quantities in the record.

NSET Maximum number of the second subscript J in Data (I, ,).

Normal data records except the last partial record have

NSET = 60. Therefore, the dimension requires Data (60, 60).

MG and NSET are used by the Read Tape statement to read one

complete record from the input tape.

DATA (I, J) =Locations, where the actual Indicative information or data

values are stored.

The format can best be described by an example:

Suppose i file of data to be read in, from the input tape, contains the

following data:



A. elight 1401

Channel 8

Link 2

Orbit 30

Station 30

Run Number 1

B. Pin #3, #4, #11, #38, and #41 data from Channel 8,

Link 2 commutator are written together with ephemeris

data on each dita record.

After reading each record, test IRM value.

1. If IRM = 0, the Flight Indicative gives BCD information

as follows:

Flight Ch Link Pin Orbit Sta. Run

1401 08 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 1

Data (1, 1) Data(2, 1) Data (3, 1)

This record contains all the information in Item A above.

MG = 3, NSET = 1 in this case.

2. If IRM = 1, Data Indicative gives BCD information as foilows:

DATA (1, 1) = T.ME**

DATA (2, 1) = 2*****

DATA (3, 1) 4*****

DATA (4, 1) 11 ***

DATA (5, 1) 36****

DATA (6, 1) z 41u***

DATA (7. 1) = GC*LAT

DATA (8, 1) a LONG.'

DATA (9, 1) a ALT. *'
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DATA (10, 1) w **B**

DATA (11, 1) z **u***

This record should give all the information or, the order of

all merged data in Item B. MG z 11. NSET a 1.

3. If IRM= 9, this record contains the actual data which looks

like: (all data between the dotted lines are omitted for

convenience)
/ Date Indicetive•

DATA (1, 1) = 13209.05 Time in seconds.

DATA (2, 1) = 1.46 'in #2eata vaiue.

DATA (3, 1) 4.35 Pin #4 data vulue.

Data (4, 1) 18. 40 Pin #11 data value.

,,erged

Data Set

DATA (11, 1) 9.34 Ephemeris L value )
One

Record

of

Data DATA (1. 2) = 13210.05 Time.

DATA (2, 2) 2.08 Pin #2 Second

Merged

Data Set

DATA (11, 2) 15.03 L value

DATA (1. NSET) z 14093.00 Time

(2, NSET) 1. 68 Pin 02

(11.NSET) - 11 5 L value of the last

set in tO recorJ.

MG I1 -- (one tune word) * (5 lata pin words) r (5 ephemeris words)

NSET a 60 -- (last record rnmy b! ps-lal)



3.0 LQCKHEED TAPE INVENTOPY PROGRAM (FORMATI

This program produces a printed summary cf the -;ontents of the Lockheed

tapes. For each file, the program prints:

1. Summary of the indicative rec'rd. This gives the 3 data words in

the record in their original packed BCD form, and also in an

unpacked form. with labels to show the meanings of each quantity

given. If the indicative record contalnE more than three data

words, the program crintL an erro. comment and gives the first

few words converted to floating point decimal.

2. Total number of word a-nd records (not counating the indicative

in the file.

If any record af1er the first in the file contains 3 or fewer data words,

the program essumes that this is intended to be the start of a new ille, prints

an error zomment, and treats this record as an indicative record.

The proqrim can prvce.s up to 3 Lockheed tapes simultaneously. It

cannot hardle two- eel -es, but will handlie the second reel as a separate

Lockheed +ipe. rhnis simply means 'hit the first file on the tape, which wi l

probably be a contin':atlor of a file on the previous tape, will be treated as

an independent file.

The program uses no sense switches, It reads one input card, which

has data fields in columns 1-6. /-12, and 13-18. In each of these fields

the user may punch, right adjusted, the logical tape number where a Lockheed

tape will be mounted. The first blank or zero field on the card will siynal

the end of thie list of tape numbers. Columns 19-24 must be blank.
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4.0 LOCKHEED TAPE LISTING PROGRAM (fORMAT 1)

This program is designed to produce a summary of the contents of the

Lockheed, tape that is more detailed than that produced by the tape inventory

prograin. Uke the tape inventory program, it uses no sense switches, and

roads as inpit a single card, which is identical to the card read by the

tape inventory program. For each file, it produces the following output:

1. A summary of the indicative record, This summary is identical

to that produced by the tape inventory progrim.

2. Every 30 records in the file. It prints out the time, ephemeris,

and voltage information for the first 5 voltage readouts in the

record. These groups of ý voltage readouts are separated by

a blank line.

Like the tape inventory program this program can detect the occurrence

of indicative records in the middle of data files.
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5.0 COUNTVS B + L PROGRAM FORMAT I)

5. 1 PuE2912.

The program processes data from the Lockheed satellite tapes

(Format 1) to produce the following printouts:

1. A group of tables showing the calibrated voltage readouts (count

numbers) as received from the satellite as a function of the

geomagnetic coordinates of (B and L0 the satellite. Each of

these tables represents one voltage point or commutator position,

and one range in B and L. This information is specified in

inrut cards. So is the calibration tables used to convert voltage

to count number. Any number of these tebles may be produced

per computer run, but only nine will be produced during one pass

through the Lockheed tape.

2. For each of the tables above, an accompanying table in the

same fornat showing the number of points averaged to prowuce

each quantity in the above tables.

(1) and (2) above are referred to as "Table 2".

3. A straight tabulation of Information on the Lockheed tape. This

lists time, geocentric coordinates, geomagnetic coordinates, and

raw voltage readouts for requested commutator positions during a

requested time interval. This is referred to as "Table I". It is

generally not requested.

4. A listing, for a requested item .n Table 2, of the count numbers

and associated times used tc produree this average.
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5. Other information that is useful in inte:preting the run. This

includes:

a) Tape inventory, a summary of the files on the tape.

b) Monitor performance, summarizing. the occurrence of

noise as indicated from monitor voltages.

c) Summary of handling of voltage readouts during Table 2

processing. This tells how many voltage readouts had

B + L values that were outside the range of the B-L

table, and how many were rejected due to monitor failure.

6. When there are errors !n the Lockheed tape or in the input cards,

comments to enable diagnosis of the errors.

While producing Table 2, the program rejects all points during times

of noise, as indicated from monitor voltages which should remain steady.

Monitor voltage points and nominal voltages are indicated in the input cards.

The Lockheed tape may be in one or two reels.

S. 2 Functional Description

The pv.,ogram is essentiolly a straightforward data processing

program, and the functions that it perfornms are described in Section 4. 0

in the text of this report. However, the user shoula be aware of a few addi-

tionai points:

I Conversion from voltage readout to count rate is performed by

linear interpolation using the calibration curves supplied as input.

2. Voltage readouts are considered by the program to be "noije-free"

if no monitor voltage failure has been detected within T seconds

of the time of the voltage readout. The value of T is read aa

input.
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3. Each B-L box in Table 2 represents the average of count rctes that

fell within this B-! interval. To compute each individual count

rate value, the average of 5 succ*ssive voltage readouts is

used. When, due to-occurrence of noise, less than 5 consecutive

readouts are available, then these readout3 are not used.

5.3 Operating Instructions

Sense Switches:

ON - If 2 binary tapes are in use;

OFF - If I binary tape is in use.

Tape A-6 is the binary tape prepared by Lockheed which i..cludes

satellite ephemeris in both geographic and geomagnetic coordinates, plus

voltage readouts. If this tape is in two reels. the second reel must be

mounted on unit B-6, and sense switch 2 must be on.

Input Cards:

Tape A-2 is prepared from a card deck, which may be stacked with

other FMS jobs. The makeup of thls deck is as follows:

FMS ID ca4rd*

XEQ card*

PROGRAM BINARY DECK

FMS DATA CARD *

Deck of control cards read by the program

The control card deck tells the program what data to process from the

• These are standard FMS control cards.
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Lockheed tape, and how to process it. It contains the following sets of

cards, in the following order:

1. Channel specification cArds

2. Table 2 specification cards (There may be any number of sets

of these after a set cf chanrel specification caids.

3. Recycle card

The sequence above is referred to as a Channel Deck, and may be

repeated any number of times.

Set (1), Channel specification cards, contains the following cirds:

1. 1 Page Heading card

2. 1 Channel Request card

3. 1 TavOle I Request card

4. Up to 10 Monitor Specification cards. [ The last Monitor

Specification card is differentiated by the presence of data

in the 4th fied, which must be blank in the previous Monitor

Specification cards. (See Card Formats, below). ]

Set (2), Table 2 specification cards, contains the following cards:

1. 1 Table 2 Request card. (This gives the commutator position

number and limits for the B-L table).

2. A block of cards which specify the Calibration Curve

This block of cards contains:

a) Calibration Curve Size card

b) Enough Calibretion Curve Table cards to represent all

the voltages (ordinates of the curve)
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c) Enough Calibration Curve Table cards to represent all

the particle counts (abscissas of the ,'urve).

This block of cards may be omitted altogether if the following conditions

are met:

a) This same calibration curve was given previously for this

commutator position.

b) No --cycle card has appeared since giving the calibration

curve.

3. 1 B-L Box Detail Request card (This specifies number of B-L

box list;s to be printed ot.)

4. N B-L Box List Request cards, where N = the number of lists

specified in the B-L Box Detail Request card. These cards must

be om.lited if the B-L Box Detail Request card is blank.

Card Formats:

The abovc iormats of the above cards are given below:

Page Heading Card

Columns I - 72: Anything punched here will appear as

the first laie of each page of output.

It is suggested that identifying informa-

tion from the tape label be punched here.

Channel Request card

Columns 1 - 2: Channel numbers of data desired from the

binary tape. This number must be right

adjusted and filled in with a leddinra

zero if appropriate.

3 - 12: Must be blank.
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13 - 22: Start time for printed voltage tabula-

tion (Table 1).

23 - 32: Stop time for printed voltage tabula-

tion (Table 1). These times must

be in !he same units as used on the

binary tape, and must be punched with

a decimal point, anywhere in the field.

33 - 40: Must be blank.

41 - 44: Punch any integer here to cause print-

Ing of messages whenever a voltage

point, specified in any of the Table 2

requests below, has B-L coordinates

outside the specified S-L table. Leave

blank to suppress 3uch printing.

Table 1 Request Card

Columns I - 61

7- 121

13 - 18 Each of these fields may be punched wl'.h

19 - 24 a right adjusted integer, which specifies

25 - 30 a commutator position whose v•,ltage

31 - 36 readings are to be tabuleted in Table 1.

37 - 42 As many of these fields as desired may

43 - 48 be used, but the first blank or zero field

49 - 54 (scanning frvm left to right) will signal

5 - 60 the end of the Table 1 requests.

61 - £6
67 -7
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Monitor Specification Card

Columns 1 - 6: Ignored.

7 - 12: Commutator position number for this

monitor. (Right adjusted integer)

13 - 20: Nominal voltage reading for this

monitor. (Punch with decimal point)

21 - 28. Allowable deviation from the nominal

voltage reading. (Punch with decimal

point).

29 - 36: This fielc must be blank for all but the

las, Montor Specification card in a

series. In the last Monitor Specifica-

tion card in the series, this must be

punched with a non-zero time interval

(punch with decimal point) T, such

that any data reading within T time units

of a monitor failure will be discarded.

This will be punched as a negative number

if it is desired to print messages about

each monitor failure. It will be punched

as a positive number to suppress such

printing.

Table 2 Request Card

Columns 1 - 4: Commutator position number for this

table. (Right adjusted lntegci)

5 - 10: Lower table limit in B. (Punch with

decimal point)

11 - 16: Upper table limit in b. (Punch with

decimal point)



17 - 22: Lower table limit in L. (Punch with

decimal point)

23 - 28: Upper table limit in L. (Punch with

decimal point)

29 - 48: Name of point

Calibration Curve Size Card

Columns 1 - 12: N, the number of points given in the

calibration Table cards that follow.

This must be punched as a right-

adjusted integer.

Calibration Curve Table Card

Columns 1 - 12: Each of these fields may contain a coor-

13 - 24: dinate of one of the points on the ,alibra-

25 - 36: tion curve. Numbers should be punched

37 - 48: with a decimal point. A aecimal exponent

49 - 60: may be punched, in the form E + xx, and

it must be right-adjusted, in the field.

There are two sets of these .ards for each

curve. The first gives the ordinates, or

voltages, in numerical order, and the

second set gives the corresponding

abscissas or particle counts. Each set

will 'r:irt a new card. Numbers must be

punched in successive fields from left

to rinht across the card, and contiDued

onto successive cards until all N points

are rtpresented.
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B - L Box Detail Request Card

Column 1: Minus sign. (11 punch) (May be

blank if rest of card is blank)

12: The numbe: of B-L Box List Request

cards that follow. (Right-adjusted

integer).

B - L Box List Request card

Columns 1 - 12: Column number of B-L box to be listed

in detail. (Punch as right-adjusted integer).

13 - 24: Row number of B-L box to be listed in

detail. (Punch as right-adjusted integer).

Recycle card

There are two possible formats for this card:

Format 1:

Column 4: 1

Rest of Card: Must be blank

The Format I Recycle card must be immediately followed bl, another

Channel Deck, unless it is the last card in the input deck.

Format 2:

Column 4: 2

Rest of Card: Must be blank

This card is used to instruct the operator to mount a new tape on unit A.-6

(and B-6 if in use). It must always be followed by another card,, which may

contain In columns I - 72 any instructions to the operator.

Upon recognizn; a Format 2 Ricycle card, the program will read thA

next cavd, pr.rt its cont.ents on the on-'ine printer. and half. Preg3inq

start will (;ause the machine to read another Channel Deck.
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Restrictions on Program

Due to the limited table sizes, certain restrictions exist and are given

below:

Restrictions on Monitcs

No more than 10 monitors may be specified in any one set of

Channel Specification caids.

No commutator position higher than 60 may be specified.

Restrictions on Table 1

No more than 12 voltage points may be listed in Table 1.

No commutator position higher than 60 may be specified.

Restrictions on Calibration Curves

No calibration curve may contain more than 50 points.

For any one Channel Deck there may be no more than 20 different

Calibration Curves input. The total combined size of all Calibration Curves

may not exceed 250 pcints.

Restrictions on _Table 2 Requests

No commutator point higher than 6O may be specified.

Restwictions on B- L Box ]2etail Requests

For any one Channel Deck there may be no more than 20 B - L

Box List Request cards.
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6.0 LED &ED A ME CORRECTION PROGRAM (FORMAT

This program ;s designed to apply a universal time correction to selected

data from the Lockheed tapes. It does not compute the time correction. That

must be d-one manually, nd given to this program as input.

6. 1 _Oerqjtin' ructions

1. Data Deck

a) Time correction card, columns 1 - 6, + XXXX, where XXXX

is an integral number of seconds.

+ means that the voltage should occvr XXXX seconds later down

the tape.

- means that the time and ephemeris correspond to a voltage

occurring XXXX seconds later down the tape.

b) Chonnel selection card, columns 1 - 6, ;X, channel no.

z) Commutator position selection card, columns 1 - 40. (In

any column N, a "1" indicates that commutator position N

is desired to be saved.

2, Sense Switches

#2 OFF, if input tape is ! reel,

ON. if input tape is 2 or 3 reels.

#3 OFFM if input tape is I or 2 reel,.

ON. if input tape is 3 reels.

3. Tapes Reg~red

FMS Systems Tapes, plus A-? fir Reel I i input; A-6 for

binary output (SAVE); B-6 for Reel 2 of input; B-7 fcr Reel 3 of input.



7.0 ALPHA VS N (PITCH ANGLE VS CQUNT RATE) POGPRAM. FORMAT I

7.1 Program Description

This program tabulates particle counting rate with corresponding

pitch angle. Input cards specify what areas of time and what experiment

voltage points are to be tabulated. A fifth order divided difference table

technique is used to interpolate in calibration curve tables, to convert from

voltage reddout to count rate. The calibration curve tables are redd as input.

Voltage readouts are considered by the program to be "noise-f-er" if

no monitor voltage failure has been detected within 10 seconds of the time of

the voltaqe readout.

Since the satellite tumbles with a period that is much less than the

commutator revolution rate, successive readouts of the, same magnetometer

voltage output should show a slow variation. Therefore, the program smooths

the magnetometer data, to rr~tuce the effect of undetected noise in the magneto-

meter readouts. Taking each magnetometer axis independently, it fits each

group of 7 consecutive readouts to a second order polynomial, using a least

squar.,s technique.

These magn=etometer readouts are then used to compute ! unit vector

describing the directlon of the magnetic field. Cosine pitch angle is then

computed as th-e!dot product of this vector with .nother unit vector, read as

input, deocrItk4ng the orientation of the instrument ir. the magnetometer

coordinate system.



Data is prJnted in the following format: TIME, GLAT, GLON, ALT,

B, L, BM, ALPHA, COSINE ALPHA, VOLT, COUNTING PVTE. The time is in

saCond . and free-r'jnninq. frem I October.

GLAT Geodetic latitude accurate to I place.

GLON Geodetic longitude accurate to 1 place.

ALT Geodetic altitude in kilometers accurate to 1 place

B Theoretical B field in Gauss accurate to 3 places.

1 Geomagnetic L coordinates, measured in earth radii

at the equator, accura:e to 3 places.

13M Measured B field (in Gauss) accurate to 3 places,

ALPHA Pitch angle.

COSINE ALPHA Cosine pitch angle.

VOLT Voltage reading of the specified commutator point,

accurate to 3 places.

COUNTING Particle count :ate of the specified commutator point.
RATE

7.2 Operating Instructions

Sense Switch 2 -

ON if 2 reel binary tape on units A-6 and B-6;

OFF if I reel binary tape on unit A-6

Input: Tape A-S is the binary tape in Lockheed Tape

Format I: If it is a two-reel tape, the second reel is mourned on B-6,

Tape A-! Is prepared from card deck as follows:

FMS ID Card

XEQ Card

Binary Deck

rMS Data Cam

DATA DECK
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The makeup of the data deck is as follows:

1. Identification

2. Experiment number, order of accuracy, and specilication

3. Channel request

4 Time intervals

5. Direction cosines for all four instruments

6. Magnetometer conversion coefficients

7. Calibration curves

8. Monitor data

S9. Commutator positions of magnetometer data

A data deck may consist of any number of sets of data; each set contains the

nine types of cards specified above, as long as the end specification on the

last, and only the last set, is not zero.

Formats:

1. Identification

Columns Description

1 - 6 Flight number

7 - 12 Orbit number

13 - 18 Station identification

19 - 24 Computer run number

2. Experirent card -

Columns D_.•iZ

1 - 6 Experiment number (any nmmber fr-m 1 - 4)

integer, right-ad)usted.

7 12 Order of polynomial interpolation desired,

integer, right-adjusted.

13 - 1 End sp-cific.mtio.i, Integer, rt,]nt-adjusf --

I it this is the last data set; 0 otner.vise.



3. Channel request -
Qojumn# D2ciR1r

1 - 2 Channel number of two digit integer

4. Time intervals -

Columns Descrl~tion

1 - 12 Minimum time,

12 - 24 Maximum time.

In the format XX... X.X. there may be as many as 10 time

intervals requested in a data set. The last request must be

followed by a blank card.

5. Direction cosLies -

Columns Deocr12t ion

1 - 10 x

11 - 20 y direction cosines

21 - 30 z

In the format + XX.. X.XXX there are four such cards, one

for each instrumernt. The order of the cards must correspond

to the order assigned to the instruments as experiment numbers.

6. Calibration for mdgnetometer data -

I-10 x

11 - 20 y Factor, In the foimat XXX .. X. XXX

21 - 30 z

Here are two cards; the first gives the numbers which are

subtracted from the magnetometer voltage and the second

gives the division factor.
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7. Calibration curves -

A. Size Card

1 - 12 Number of point3 in the calibration curve

13 - 18 Number of the commutator position for

"which the calibration ','sve follows.

19 - 24 Experiment number for this commutator

position,

B. Curves -

Columns Des grittip.o

1 - 12 Each field may contain a coordinate of a

point on the calibration curve.

13 - 24 Numbers should be punched in the fozm

XXX. XXE+_XX and right-adjusted In the field.

There are two sets of these cards for each

curve. The first gives the ordinates, or

voltages. in numerical order, and the

second gives the corresponding abscissas

or particle counts. Each set starts a new

card. Nun"' -rs must be punched in suc Zessive

fields from lei" to :ight. A blank card must

foliow the last C-unre to be read in.

Monitor data -

There are two cards for each monitoi. The first cird contains the

commutator position of the nronitcr as a rightk-.djzsted Integer

in columns 1-4.



The second card cont:ins:

Columns Dcriptbn

1 - 4 Anything except 0

5 - 16 Nominal value of the monitor voltage.

17 - 28 Allowed deviation of the voltage. The

first field is an integer, the last two are

in the format X... X.)OOC. The last monitor

request must be followed by a blank card.

9. Magnetometer commutator positions --

Columns Description

1- 6 xl

7 - 12 y commutator position

13- 18 z

Restrictions

Only one channel may be requested in any data set. A maximum of ten

time intervals may be requested. Calibration curves may contain a maximum

of 25 points each.

A maximum of 7 monitors may be used. Up to 10 non-monitors, non-

magnetometer commutator positions may be requested per data set.

If a total of more than 2, 000 seconds of time is included in the time

intervals, the program will have to make two extra passes of the tape.

The first oass compiles monitor and magnetometer data. Th:? second pass

correlates this with requested commutator positions.

If the time intervals of twc succoeding data sets Are exactly the same,

the monitor, magnetometer pass will be by-passed. Care should be taken so

that this does n't occur if the firs! of these data sets required more than 2. 000

seconds, because the first 1. 000 seccc.ds of magnetometer data will be lost

for the second set.
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8.0 ALPHA VS (PITCH ANGLE VS COUNT RATE) PROGRAM. FORMAT 2

8.1 Program Description

This program tabulates voltage readouts from commutator position

5 on channels 11 and 98 with cosine of pitch angle. The output gives

ephemeris quantities, including B and L from the ephemeris; value of

B computed from the magnetometer readouts, cosine pitch angle, and voltage

readouts.

The program tabulates the following commutator positions which

reproýsent experimental data: 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, V 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 27,

28, 29 from channels 11 and 98, but doý2s not give pitch angles for these

positions. Magnetometer coeffcien',s and direction cosine of instrument are

read as input.

8. 2 Operating Instructions

The program rtea's three input cards. Fach of these cards has

three numeric fields, as follh:.ws: columns 1 - 10, 11 - 20, and 21 - 30.

Data must be punched with. exyplictt decimal point in each of these three

fields.

The first card gives the bias voltage values for the x, y, dnd z axis

magnetometers, in that order.

The second card gives slope vlues for three magnetometers. Together,

these cards allow B component to be computed as a functticn of magnetometer



voltage, as follows:

B - (v- v-)/a

where v is bias and a Is slope.
0

The third card gives x, y, and 'i axis direction cosines for the direc-

tion of the instrument pointing in the marcretometer coordinate system.
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MEASUREMENTS ON TRAPPED PkRTICLES INJECTED BY
NUCLEAR DE~TONATIONS

L. KATZ and 1). SMART

Air Force Caimbridge Rea#-arch Ja~bormOriow. Bedflord, Mwit., USA

and

F. R. P %(oLINI. H. ;IAC(ONl and H J. TALBOT. Jr.

Aer~ran Sciolye and Engmneering. !ni*., Cambridge, Mau., USA

Abstractý A polar-orhitinpr Air Force s;atellite ca~rried aloft at payloaid. shared by nlsrny
ex I rienteri As, of Fdattlation detection inittriunents fo r sit witIving art ifivially l)rcidced

trappoi(bradiottion belts. Pertinent iunformnation (in the Rd~tV1lit4-'8 orbit and capa.
bilotiots is giver). Da).ta from four seioicnllatein dletectors are preseieft4'l. The uletwctorw
bave capothilities for dimcriminating asnong tylws (of particli-s. andi for measuring
It, h eriergv awlt argular distributions (if trajppvd particles. Data showing spatial
d(Imributiong of trapped radiation, both am oznni-directional flux versus L-shefl
Plots and its 194o-ntcmity contour plots, art- prement~iI. 17h major portion of data
presented Pmjohasizv-s electron pitch angle d1istributions ant., derived parameters.
W~t', arv-Wa and t~ernporal variations of the pitch angle distributions (mewasured
with a 6' angular resolotion) are given. Some tentative conclusions ame drawn.

Perasnure I a oiiyiitimie 1114C, zianyiupiniom ia no.lnpuiybo OpitSHTY, 6M111iu yCTaHOB-

Ii emTl H, ail'i 4..T\'pi CM01TCToJ.I4 IM1.&:" tI!1e"014, Ilpe ti:Hcaqe11 TP1HH I'UCu taq

HeICi~(-('Tlelit- 4'(4):; c," t i'i \ 1104.tIMJI~tl li t,: X 1109C('(). Ip14 )HOIMATCJ1 fltlpaidTpbl

ol41)tHTI.I C (yTHIMIK, I TahiKe ei'() TexiHH'W(-KHP xapnKATepHCrI4KH. FIpHiBoAHTCa
;1amn iid no tie-Iijpw 1W(Tel] IOHI IJo .TeKToV-1V4. J;feTtKT(')Pb1 Cflocot~n
f)M31IWVIVTF X paMKTOJ) "'liT'1U14 It WM1abI~~Tb Kam .3itpr-HIO, T11K H yrMoR0e pae.
tipe~zeiteimi 1 sicaaieiu %oX ('WI I bX 'm&1i1. fl )HiPweHiot iaii iiwe, OION1111nK)titHe npo-
c'rpillfT1WIeI ie 3f,,Iie~ IjXR1IqpeIII(atj J:I,1I~aLHit: KamK rP)111FHK nl)Ora,
H4*l II AII alplte~oll;n OTI0OW90 11 Miwiiov H of, ioq~e L, 'rRX H ft~d'J"'PlJ oro.acrell.
orpaI) j , 114e iii(. .111I1111(14H1 lpiI IIIio 1,111TVF(CII 1I471oT11. ( c110(1 H taN~C'Tb iipim e-
Av'I (HI X :tior n 4 x ;IoT l'', 1 4 lee e u.K1l)0IoI it()n uIHTq y r.-t it apyri'e
((apI It p#1I.o :j A11110 14H HiM1 Ilei)TpAlVTIt#IIi~ll)i e, TuHt H FlHMC10011~114e lilHUIItHH

1411 l$.*'~ F I 11( i 111T4I (yr.I V (I.1mo4lit NH W1 C y 1.1) )iIdm pai~pettlei em 6 ).

1. Introduction

Ilk the fall of 1',2 I ni~aik Air Fo.rti' 'atellite givril the irit4iliational (itSig

liattfll 1116 s;)" %i. INC W laua t-I ituia .rlt lb.' sitcihtev arried iti~t runwitt-At ii

to i A4 lti' ly at if t -w~ i ri, hit ttituit Is kIt, cr.at A-,I I, v t lt-C initji'Oit n11 t)f e'I..C rv'ii fromi

* "111101 `4Ui111 u _rt IA.%*'4 owi1e ('1 iutroa, AV' 1 4 itl2ofi 2W with the- Ai it n-

C arvilbr..ljce lt,'..areli 1Alitats .rier-1''h~i'u.~~Ii4'I&et

C411
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IV.12JMMASUREMENTS ON TRAPPED PARTICLES 647

nuclear detonations into the magvetosJphere. IU nder the scientific direction
of Air Force Cambridge Re?,eýre Iýbrtre, ~ £f in.. riment
were chosen for inclusion in the pnviopd. In addition to Air Force. Cambridge
Research Laboratories, the follce ) ;:--1.nizations participated in the
experiment: American Science and Engineering, litc., Lawrence Radiation
Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University, the University of Utah, Air FY..--
Speial Wýeapons Center. mid Lockheed Missiles and Space Crvoiii~nv

The pertinent parameters for the satellite orb~it itt early times were ' 0
following: aprgee,. 3000 n.m.; pcrigee, 115 ni.m.: orbit inclination, 71';
orbital period, 147 min; apsida,' rate, 0.9' per day. Fig. I illustrates thewe

,,N~2W' WW" LAT

A--FQUATOR

Fig. L Satellite orbit.

oi'hital paraireters. The satellite initch period waw !27 see, and the roll period
wiwi 53 we. The satvllite parame~ters were well suited to study the phenomena
0i, ititerept. For e.ftmplfe the high eceentriIJ~y of the orbit enabled the
acquisAition of data a~t large L. valu'c., neari ib heq(uatoirial plane. Sl'ýow ttumbling
rates, alonr, with the i'hosen OF.'& sampling rate (if abhou onue per 54'Colid.
permittM1 the use4 of inm-,.-iimentsq which coul1d rneasure scrirat-elv the migiflar
distribut~ons (if trapped partieles.

F5g. 2 shows; the proij.ction of avi early urbizt oin a dipole tit-id. The
C04 Iriioat4'N are the itsuial "nat ýd B 1, I. orthl~ate's'i 4 c w\i~ij2.
The -quaregsm aneirele s Ovm regiow% (f datit 4a111'%iIitouh ill thc 1 .21 Itiei 1.4

L mbellpt. shells of :ite'rt-st withI rv-,lRsct toi art iticiatl r'udiat i in belt.s4
The inritrumentm e\-.!nprising the total a load %erv -o-lecte'd to Yvied

retn(linvit fri~etstirenwntst ii. the- energy rmnge C' ;rrvejwio~iiig t4i ti~sie i

elect ronpi. suitq te aicItct nw i ird e*~ ito m ac--,#nct angle' deteteirs 4A well M 0..e 'utt

dtirect ional ;ietrei~tr%. I vast runeriti e clt&ianede t heir 1sw..r frcrwa ft larjge capaiiitt v
battery' pack t4; iavoid degrwd,;tionti f the exsperirnetit dtir to) povwiile %olar

&28



648 L. KATZ ET AL, W.1

1.4

~ ~ L

A a.,

L

Fig. z, Low-v of ain orbit in fl-L Ppa4'e.

cell damage. lDatit ccbtlld be ac-quired b;oth by direct "real-time' read-out
and( by* corwimiwid reaft-ouit of a taple recorder capable of storing data from
.11l ilst ruimt~its for a time ltingvr thani the olrbital ptrnod.

This paper will deal with the data olbtaniid from the AFCRL-ASE portion
of thie payhta~1 oml 'y. D ata olbtaiiied hy other experimnenters are. reprwte'(
e-Lsewhere [is. At tlisM time, ottly a small portioui of the av~ailable data has
twen aiialyzcd. Tihis i, -,lieciaily trute of data referring to spectral information.
bi a previous piaper [1.] the autiliors presented data illustrating the groas
aspects vf Oil. artificial 'oelts. Tbik Jtal-r ciulplUsi7zes the measured pitcph
atigle di t riloutoi iA as fuiniet iow oi~f both time and magnetic slicil, rind the
i:iforrnatio~i dlerivedl from them. Efforts of anial 'sis have been concentrated
01n cvoa olitajijed bctxkween 27 00talw'r anid 30) October. As a result. the effecta
of pin narilY a sintfle nuclear deti iiat ion a- e invt-stigated, albevit fairly

i ,ro grnim. F~ir li oth 709 wiiI uill 16~2o 1111 vian'i tehitrs have bee.-I ieveloyvpd
atil used Micneuue'r p ii iii'e iii (ltit t roeditt io ii. D igit ized tapes withI merged

f'llil n'if lif~ chluif lag !; 1. v~mirdiiatcs derivil frimim Melluin a's modekl [21.
Aj~i aim~ii lit di i arwtf iwarmrIi deloct-t r cali brat im is ine primary datit itilltts for
ýMWli lintigram (i hit jitt tue1 tide a i-, 1, uat nix %%ith doviet4'oit countitug rt*
lk, Vlvmt~ctit.. Pn'rgrani, ak~i #-i'.t tfor %lvid'ciii-g poteh angle distrilitwions
dinct ?lv tii.ittYt~ i ll~ t ittit an. sadded t" t he input,

2. Iai~trumentation

ill, ... 1~ ti.'it~ KIt..t I Iolit0 2 W #1111au,im V~ Aund !' alpha
'Illt, ri ,' iolvl'u , !L14 I lk. li ' .t4jili; 'ltiecti r .h4.rit itr'l tt Y after

12^9



Jv. 12.1 INEA8UREMENTS W. TRAPPED) PARTICLES 649

TABLE I
Instrument, characteristiesi

IFPied of view Swintil- jShieldiotg: D-4ttc-ct4Ir Ilirenlold

met 4,J 0 JdA- 14fJQ latcrr W~indoaw ~ ~ V
(deg.) (cmil Ater) (/n) Side. l p

13 rnig'tml A O 05 2.0
Beta-I1 0.3 A I

90 1.8 x 10-' 3W 3g/vrinl B 1.0 '

Plaemtic Al
Beta-2 Co W 0. 05: 1.4

2 g,'Cm' A * 0.5 4.5 40.4-
4.6 Al;

"Ga'mna 120 1.8 > 4g/c.rn' B * 1.0 5.0 40,~
CaI(TI) A]

C WV 0.04 4.0 40.

70 ragjcrmv A* 0 1.0 1.0 6.2
12.5 Al;

P 6 1.7 x 10-3 2.1 g/ecm' B 0 2.0 2.0 6.5
coi(TI) Fe C 4.0 4.0 7.6

D 8.0 8.0 10.5

E 20. 20. 21.
F * 30 30. 31.
G * 50. 50. '51.
H * 70. 70. 0U.

IiJ W 0.012 (0.3 6~. k

Key.-~ Fe memaurement.
rat 'f *-nergy depwiit ion ineaaW'*rnent.'

A thru J: t"wivr~l identiticat;'',,.

launich TI& m4*t 4 alitvitt feattire., (d' t he' ~n-miiing fimr inst razmerits are'

,%Lminiarize~l lit al~

It Aill be ohw:'2VI' that doet-t-Irs irc1~tta I . eta 2, arid ( artma have
extrviil %ide. tividi4 JF vi.i fi rhkargde p)1 t Iic'es de'te.te .tr Gatii It

pfwa~e~t ~dl A t.v fti*li fn , ganmina r;ad tat i i) The.eir4tkIIi rerlt-4 %ter' lit I I fle(i

ill de~ter,.)ro the~' gni.I of~e~ et.Ihe artifiV'.4 twivts I )etctdr V t,% a n

errvnc v npwrq.¶ itkToA ftltI of vicv%~. atid iutP n't~4itall it A '.tto'~ i rui itj~ e~ta

jntii~t v ut.'t'.it i.'hvt gleteclor " -ts ustd m ikotav-ir poiti h mgle. eifi.-ri 1w

tiatus. (hat Jout ChAltruwI M fl t UVeii for t he data rviu'titsei i m No%. pj,va.~r att'

markrA with #Ln wferihik

13 0



65" L. KATZ FT AL.. [IV, u,

height discrinination performed in the variout; electronic logics of each
output channel. Thlreshold discrimination was utilized, hence the output
counting ratept are integral counting rates. All counting ratemeters and
photomultiplier current, meters had logarithmic rM. onses in order to achieve
wide dynamic range. Time constants of the cirouits,, ini the ranges of counting
rate (it('(tiflt4 rd, wert, les~s than I sec.

Discrimination aniong typien of particles (electrons, proons or gammas)
in achieved by a comparison of the obtocrved counting r~teA and the rates
ofenergy depos~ition in several ehannels, and by roll-modulation observations.
In artificial radation belts jpro~uced by high altitude nuclear detOnation,,
the detected partic'les ar piredominantly electrong.

3. Presentation of preliminary data; discusujon

Figs. 3, 4 and .5 indicate soine of the gross aspects of the observed artificia
radation belts-. The Jaw~ serve to give a gemi-quzrntitative picture of the
changes occurring in certain regions of the magnetosphere at that time.

'N'\ OCT 17oc

L INC VLL

F.g. 3, H41 "nomric 4'teins (E -, 4 5 Me%); 1B 0. 1'40 0105

lIn tig 3 :ific uid'4b~rVted4 pt'ak vtuntaing rawe of d&'t4~t4r Gamma is given
m fntuit itn 4f 111- 1, Aih#ll fair itiffertimt t inte* of (ohy'rvittioii. The twak

omtntiaig ra~te I., th himmit~iunt etluntitg rate' xrzeiraorld (uring % tumble
jwri~x int f the "tvLt-. itt t'Sivw % hen-t 'welfitmg timre In a pirt icular I.-Pihr~l
Wi% % iIihie~rvIt i'zng a si v.'rnge' 'tak slewas usd Thre countiitg ratek

Im t )il. a wream.ilv' 41! but not nt'eiaamarily line'arly priqmprtional to. for all
Y? L, val~uen the ,nini dirretioneda flux, All data werr taken for an Interval

oif mrAgPtqet tiell IintenxitY~ Ht Iet wrý;, (1 170 arid 0i 205 ganum. The disagree.
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IV. 12] MEASUREMENTS ON TRAPPED PARTICLES

ment in counting rates shown in figs. 3 and 4 for L-shells less than 1.8 are
probably due to this large B interval. The pwrticles observed by this detector
are deduced to be electrons rather than gamma radiation since: (a) strong
roll-modulation is apparent in the raw data; (b) channels A and B read
very much the same; and (c) the rate of energy deposition indicated in
channel C is consistent with the measurcd flux and with each particle
depositing a few MeV of energy in the scintillator. Protons of energy greater
than 40 MeV are ruled out by the absence of a signal in channel F and by
the low counting rates in channeLs D and E of detector P. In the preparation
of fig. 3, time corrections were applied to ephemeris data to make all peaks
coincide at L s 1.9. This artion was deemed necessary by the following
observations. In each complete satellite orbit, there were three distinct
regions in which extremely high fluxes were encountered. In some orbits,
ephemcris data led to a unique value of L % 1.9 for each of these regions.
On other orbits, three different L values were deduced. This shift in .L values
occurred in some cases even for consecutive orbits. In all of these latter
c&as, a unique time shift for all data of an orbit, usually of the order of
10--30 ,ec (although sometimes in the hundreds of seconds), led to the same
L g 1.9 assignment for all three regions. If this cori-ction is nnt. made,
unrealistic models must be invoked to explain the apparent violent vertical
shifts of an entire radiation belt.

- I

IO to.l, 
La

L *#HUL VWJ

Fig. 4. Integral energy flux (K > 50 keV); B - 0.170-0.205.

Fig. 3 illustrates qualitatively the existence on 27 October of a radiation

belt between L values of 1.2 and 1.7, and another around 1.9. The creation
of a new belt around L f 1.9 on 28 October is evident. There is some evidence
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6_52 L. KATZ FT AL. [IV. 12

of further injection into the L P 1.9 belt on I November. These dates cai
be correlated with known times of nuclear detonations. All new artificial
beits peak around L= 1.9, and all exhibit tails extending well into higher
L regions.

In fig. 4. the uncorrected peak rate of energy deposition in defectors
Beta I and 2 is given as a function of L. for the same times as fig. 3. Corn-
in( tits made concerning data handling in the preparation of fig. 3 hold for
thc:• data also. The identification of the particles as predominantly electrons
rather than gammas is inferred from: (a) the roll-modulation; (b) the
extremely low efficiency of the detector for gammas coupled with the high
c,unting rates observed in channels A and B; and (c) the oonsistency of
the latter counting rates with the 'ýounting rate of detector Gamma channels
A and B. The identification of the particles as electrons rather thae protons
is implied again by the physics of nuclear detonations, at least in the regions
of the newly created belta. This latter statement requires some qualification.
For L values less than about 1.7, channels A and B of detector P read
essentially the same. This indicates the existence cf some protons in these
regions.

I X 0 4 cPs

Fi. l.ej-n-du"bot h .,aiof*e-at-"il aiain et

,~ X k)z, cps

6~ X *04 CpS

•.'•.,, .. -1"• X 0 cp

on 28 October, and again on 1 November, in •~he L O 1.9 shell. An addi.

tional interesting observation i3 that the decay of t he L • 1.9 belt between
28 and 31 October and again between 1 and 4 November ii much more
prono'gced than in fig. 3. This suggests a relative hardening of the radiation
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] 2. I•]MEAsURIMENINrs ON' TRAPPED PARTICLES,

in that belt-an effect not inconsistent with duntin g through the process
of s;cattering in "he atmosphere at hilh B values.

Fig. 5 gives i.wt-inteivsity contours for electrons of uliergy greater than
4.5 MeV meLu1red by detetfor Gamma. The upper half of the figure givws
contours oh.serv'ed on 27 October: tht lower hPf. those observedl on the
28th. The contours wenr obtained bIy sai,iing jxak (,u;nting iates throughout.
the region. This figure indicates the "t)boudaries" for the artificial b-lt
created on the 2sth and thofe previously in existence. accredited to an
earlier Soviet shot, and to an American shot of the summer of 1962 [:1, 4].
Comment on fig. 5 will he curtailed since 1,ttur data pertaining to iso-
intensity ContoUN have since beel, Obtained and will be discuse( 1 laUsr.

The remaining data presented, in what follows are all concerried with
pitch angle distributions and derived1 parimeters such as omni-direetional
flux. The pitch angle distributions were ealcudated from the channel A
output of the nanow (albout 6°) field of view detector (detector P') coupled
with sateilite aspect relative to the magnetic field vector a.s derived from
the magnetometer signals.

Fig. 6 shows. as a function of time, a typical porti(;n iof the raw data
from detector P and the corresponding calculated value of the cosine (If the
pitch angle 0. If we accept these pitch angle curves at face ialue, we would

PliTil AJ44LE VARIA1t0Oi

CO:ATI. CONiIO 14T 10RIt

49"• SOlt 50"d W)" 5079 SM t s"1 45

Fig. 6. TCOtwal ,ata'

obtain dnconistent distributions frotm tihe I,,t m-d right lxlrti,,• d1iout 4

maximum or iniunltnun of the cos 0 eurve,, We .lernpni vottsistenwv abi• t
t:maXinifa &nd muumiltna iti our t I v tei. akttri; in)tjm the aitlmarevl angular
dumrepancles to magnetnmiettr err,,r. This antimunts t u astiuing axial
aymnmetrc- abo)ut a B field line.
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There is little doubt that the magnetometer data am in error. The angular
discrepancy is ahlays greater in low B-field regions. Furthermore, if we
plot the difference in absoluw values between the magnetic field strength
given in the eplienieris gcalcuIlat4el from the JenMen and Cain model) and
thl' magnetic field strength derived from the magnetomcters, we obtain an
oscillatory function with a time behavior claractAritic of the pitch-and-roll
behavior of the satllite. Such an apparent magnetometer error may be
due to the residual niagnctic field of the satellite or to magnetometer calibra-
tion drift,. Insufficient magnetom(-ter data have bxen analyzed, so far, t
to enable a dcfiiiite eIiclusion in thi. respect, although the latter type of
error seems to be iodicated. The mtnilar discrepancy does not seem to be
due to tininUg errors since in the same orbit the angular shift required to
briog about data consistency i: just as apt to be positive as negative. We
have, therefore, in our treatment of the data, shifted the aspect function
liv the amount required to bring about data consistency. The mnagnitude
of such a shift seldom --xeeeds 6' awl, as stated. tends to Ie larger in the
low B-field regions of the orbit. The counting ratbe curve in fig. 6 gives Snany
examples of the so-called "butterfly' distribution, which is characteristic
of radiatictrn :L.- generated by the injection of particles off the equatorial
plane.

02030 40 W W 0 Oj W,
02

20 -

VO S J / T/S "

08:

02o •u .. ....... -

C CS0 O 04 01 0
Cos 8

Fig. . Pitch hngl(lidsttrttions; fhet rono of E - I MtY.V 01t.-1200 UT. 28$ Ot. '62,

2 1H N ,jý L- 222

Fig. 7 givte pitch angle hIistrtibwo 4-?i5 obtained on 28 t4)tober in the
L.14 to 2'A.2 shell at thre*, different Il values. The ordiaate is the raw
,mUt put ,-igtiml ,-ro tn ttehat I A of dvtect w P anld is very neirly projxrtional
to the logarit I n of thi part t , count itng ratve Errorw ii individual data

IHM)Int 4ignaljjdL. a mon4trt to errs rs t cottig rate of the order 4f : 10
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IV. 12) MEASUREMENTS ON TRAPPED PARTICLES 655

(except in cases of telemetry noise). Smoothed curves are probably dependable
to within 5 %. All curves in the vicinity of the low pitch angle cut-off arc
somewhat questionable however, not only because of the 68 field of view of
the detector P, but more. important because of errors in the determination of
the value of the cosine of the pitch angle. The abscimsa is the absolute value of
the cosine of the pitch angle, cos 0, plotted from Icos 01 = 1 to Icos 01 =. 0.
so that pitch angles read from 0 to 90*, left to right, on a non-linear scale.
Data points obtained for 900< 0 < 180" have been reflected about 900 before
plotting. This amounts to assuming fore-and-aft symmetry with respect to
a B-field line. This assumption appears to be valid (at long enough times
after a nuclear detonation) in that the data points for 90<0 < 180 plotted
separately (when such points are available) do indeed define the same curve,
with fluctuations, as those for 0<0 < 90*.

We have adopted the convention of plotting angular distributions as a
function of the cosine for two reasons: first, solution of the aspect problem
leads directly to the determination of cos 0; second, and most important,
it can be shown that the area under such curves (when the ordinate is plotted
linearly as detector counting rate) is proportional to the omni-directional
flux.

The curves shown obey the well-known transformation law for directional
differential intensities (5]:

11 (01, B1, L)- 12 (02, B2 , L).

This is a direct consequence of Liouville's Theorem. The intensity I has the
units of particles/sec.cm*.ster and is linearly proportional to the couting
rate seen by a "differential" detector such as detector P. The subscripts 1
and 2 refer to the angular distributions in different regions of the same
L-shell. The pitch angles 01 and 02 are related by

sin2 01 sin2 02
B, B2

This results from the adiabatic invariance of the magnetic moment. The
angular distributions at different B values can be transformed to partial
angular distributions in the equatorial plane by using these equations.
Fig. 8 shows the results of such a transformation; the equatorial value of
B is denoted by the subscript 0. As is apparent, all data points lie on a single
curve, "universal" for this shell. The distribution of fig. 8 goes through
a maximum; the peak counting rate is about 1000 counts/see.

'7he authors of this paper have adopted as a standard practice, in dealing
with pitch angle distributions, the immediate transformation of all distri-
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Fig. S. Equatorial pitch anglo distribution; electronr of E > I 'MeV; 1000-1200 UT.
28 Oct. '62; 2.189 < L ••2.212.

butions obtainud to the equatorial plane of the shell concerned. All data
presented below have been &o treated. With few exceptions, all such equa-
torial distributions are the result of at least two separate (generally three)
data acquisitions within the shell, usually from the iame orbit. Other than
corrections previously mentioned, no others were applied in deriving the
equatorial distributions. This procedure leads to incomplete equatorial
distribution function., since a distribution (even if complete) taken at a
field value B in a given shell can only define the equatorial distribution up
to a "cut-off" angle 0."' given by

sin2 0, -f Be-!B.

That is, no information can be obtained on the pitch angle distributions
of those particlc! which miiror within the shell between the region of B
(•r its conjutgate point) and the equatorial plarv, at B0 . A few distributions
are incomplete because of incomplete pitch angle coverage by the satellite

pitch and roll. A complete distribution at some point BI will always lead
to a complete distribution at all points in the same shell which have a

B>B1 , of course.
We have found the aforementioned procedure very useful. Besides limiting

the number of variables which must be considered (to E, I, c-os 6o, L in
equatorial plane) it facilitates identification of artificial belts, and allows
checking of data consistency in a standard way. (All distributions obtained
from a given L-shell at essentially the same time must transform to the
same equatorial-plane distribution.) It further provides a convenient function
for generating and determining omni-directional fluxes in regions of apaoe
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Fig. 10 al.o shows distributions for L-shells in the vicinity of 1.9. but
obtained a day later on 28 October. A comparison with fig. 9 indicates the
injection of particles into the shells in this vicinity which occurred sonmc-
time bettween the two daLa acquisitions. The major injection is localized
within the L - 1.818 to 1.835 shell, although sonic injection into both the
L % 1.80 and the L m 2.20 shell is also obvious. (The curve for L * 2.20
is the same as that shown in fig. 8.) The time can Lý correlated with the
detonation of a So% jet nuclear device. All ditributions illustrate the "butter-
fly" shape me ntioued earlier, being most pronounced for L-a 1.E28 to 1.835.

Simple qualitative arguments can be used to explain the "butterfly"
shape, and it may be well to point them out here. Assume point injection
of electrons following the detonation of a nuclear device at an extremely
high altitude well above the tangible atmosphere. Assume that the atmoopbi're
ca i be represented by a slab and that any particle striking the top of this
slab is lost. Let Br, B, and B0 , be the magnetic field strengtls at. the top
of the slab, at the point of injection and in the equatorial plane, respectively,
of the shell of injection. Then the equatorial pitch angle distribution of
electrons will be characterized by a low angle cut-off, 0T, given by

sin2 OT - Be/BT

(i.e., no particle mirrors below the top of the slab) and a high angle out-off,
01, given by

sin2 01 = Bo/Br

(i.e., no particle mirrors between Bi or its conjugate point and Bo). The
sharpness of the low angle cut-off is smeared out since the atmosphere is
not an ideal slab with a definite top. The sharpness of the high angle cut-off
is smeared out since the injection does not occur at a point but has very
significant extent in space due to the expansion and possible trapping of
the fission debris. Radiation previously trapped in the shell with a more
"normal" distribution, (pitch angles nearer 900 favored) completes the
smearing out of the high angle cut-off to 9W°.

Consider next a detonation at a low altitude within the atmosphere. The
only major contribution to the radiation populating the belt for any
appreciable period of time will be that due to the fl-decay of fission debris
isotopes which have been transported out of the dense region of the atmos-
phere. In this case we obtain a distribution of the same "butterfly" shape
as before.

It will be noted in fig. 10 that the distribution for L-1.818 to 1.835
peaks at about 370; another distribution obtained for this shell earlier on
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28 October leaks around 32'. Particles of pitch angle 350 mirror at a magnetic
latitude of 30' and mean altitude of about 2300 kmi. The direct physical
significance of this is not obvious since the mea.-.urementm were pe~rformed
at relatively late times after the detonation. The measurement of the angular
distribution of the injcetcd particles at early times after detonation may
presumahly yield information on the injection mechanism.

f I i.0

(COUN S ) 00

0 .sc- c%.iSO

SE2M 00 0
f10I0 VM V.27OT6

1 5 1.6 1. 1 .8 1.9 O 2.1 2. 2 2.3

Fig. 11. Oinni-directional flux; electrons of E > I 'MoV.

Fig. II is derived from the data presented in figs. 9, 10 and 12, and gives
the omni-directional flux as a function of L-shell before the detonation for
"B/Bo equal to 1.58, and after the detonation for B/Bo equal to 1.58 and
2.35. B/Bo equal to unity cannot be used since the equatorial pitch angle
distributions are incomplete, and it is desirable to avoid extrapolation. The
choice of a cut through L-shells at a constant B/Bo is made because for
identical equatorial pitch angle distributions in varicus shells, such a cut
yielos also identical pitch angle distributions. This choice thus seems the
natural basis for comparison when it is desired to show the effects of shell
number only. Fig. I 1 is the "correct" version of figs. 3 and 4 shown earlier.
Again, the belt created on 28 October is clearly evident, with a peak omni-
directional flux in L = 1.83.

Fig. 11 shows a feature not evident in figs. 3 or 4 although suggested by
the structure beyond L=2.0. Differences between these representations
should not be unexpected, however, since the figures represent different

modes of cutting through L-shells and the figures refer to different threshold
e'iergies. Moreover, the narrow field detector yields a more accurate measure-
ment of omni-directional flux. The B/B0 - 1.58 curve shows a slot at L - 1.95
and a subsequent rise in counting rate which presumably goes through a
peak beyond L 2.05. The B/Bo 2.35 curve shows clearly the existence of
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a second belt, peaked at L f 2.10, and somewhat broader than that at
L= 1.83. Both belts were apparently generated by the same nuclear
detonation, judging from the 1.58 curve taken on the 27th of October.

Fig. 12 gives iso-intensity contours, on a dipole field, for 28 October.
The number defining the contours are omnni-directional fluxes derived by
first transforming the equatorial pitch angle distribution of each L-shell to
various B values in that shell, and then integrating over pitch angle at each
B value. Each number used is probably good to within 10 % considering
only statistical accuracy. Larger -ystcmatic errors previously di.cussed may
exist in the determiuation of position. The omni-directional flux J at a
point (B, L) is given explicitly by

0

J(B, L) = ,L-r J I(cos 0, B, L) d(cos 8).

Fig. 12 is the "correct" version of fig. 5. One feature that at first glance
may seem surprising- namely a region of maximum intensity in the 1.83
shell off the equator, around B=-0.08-is a natural consequence of the
"butterfly" shape of the distribution. In fact, any distribution that presents
a peak at an angle different from 90* in the equatorial plane will lead to a
maximum omni-directional flux at some high B value in the shell. The

L.4

tO Lta L4 l: L8 LO

Fig. 12. Iso-intvrnsity conto-irs; electrons of X > I MoV; 1000-1200 UT. 28 Oct. '62.

contours it, the region defined by 1.2<L<1.6, and 0.26<B<0.16 are
shown as "uncertain" since there are indications frGm our data that these
are due to an admixture of both protons and electrons. Insufficient analysis
has been performed for tn accurate determinatiorn of the relative abundance
of each particle. These are probably contours of the natural inner belt.
Omni-directional fluxes observed arc not inconsistent with an E-1-6 proton
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integral spectrum, with E ý 6 MeV, where fluxes observed from protfnn• of
R>40 MeV by Van Allen [6] arc used to determine the sealing factor

(about 5x 107).
Fig. 12 indicates clearly the existenec of two well d(firved helts on 2LI

Oc oher. A Soviet detonation was known to oceur in the vicinity of L I.- 1.N3
on this date, The .elt at L = 1.83 is the sharper of the two, and the on(- most
easily recognizable. The shell at L - 2.1 is nevertheless, also quite real. and
now, as data from 27 October (see e.g. figs. 7 and 9) show low particl.

counting rates in this shell.

.4
0 20 3040 0 W3 ?0 W0 9W
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Fig. 13. Equatorial pitch angle distre' tt,'os; L '. 1,$3.

Figs. i3 through 1.5 i'rtain to the time behavior Of the L 1.43 radiation
IbIt letwepn 2S and 30 October. The ordiInAtWS Of figs. 1:1 arid 14 are

d(lw',dable to uithin 5 10 ecxctpt, aw ti-lal. in thi. icinit ,of the c(itt 4<]
the ordinste Of fig. 1. is probably g.tid to 7 0, Fig. 13 gin's th, ve'qipitorial
distribution at , 31.83 at thyree diifferent tin:*es aftv'r the eN'vet, aid oi. hie
day bef ,rs' thi' event The fl<,-it ,i'(oIllUs featurv:; are the slhlit If tih4' lwak

tcvards 40 , and thei' dv'er•ase in th lIm'ak (a tendey•.v toNard.i kotri 'p.') in
qualitative agm•,i.mint with thi- more lr.,noutu.d e'ffl't 41 atit ,n, wrI
tcatte!ring (PI pirtitihe ,,f 4 lower pitc.h atigi,. The uf'ti+ ion i(f -,he'th-- them,

slicay ratt. ary u., ,n.,l•.it.,lu • it h r'rm•- val t,y* "(,t ttI'viPg (,11 ,it ti ks 1 1 hrr'i(" pirt i<'h,'s

al, se is I'ir. g st,1 o ,4d aI il i, ,liv i,,o-lv it" g.' 1 Ihl i,'al s Oikl i+tSi '(i''

Fig. 14 is a JIlt If itllt-%it 4,M In. tlh, I. I 43 shIell ,'zrns tim.' f,,r 4hlifferent

pitch angle- ('hang'e sr,, ar.e we to 4,.ceur mnist 1a3idt ' a! e'arlv t iN' .c, ar! ti b'ie

ll1tet'n iti'cS 't t h f' ,inallf.r pitch aiU Zl,' t,.lfI t4) ('haifl,# t ig , 6 '1 •tc t a d
•lltrlltl~lu at Lite' tiltnes !4'-nd to nlqir,,w,'h k.4(trol-y (jV. i11fl,'ate-, 11 S th++

gran-11ing.. ,it fillitA at .. i sit 55 hr ) 'hiu ,t', rie v ttait dl-'Au I, thri intt'risIt v
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Fig. 14, Time Ihavi,,r of L z 1.83 belt at con•tn•t pitch angle.

at pitch angle 32-. which mirrors at a mean altitude of 190() km, is not to<)
surprising. The initial fast decay o" the inwtnsity at pitch angle 43', which
mirrors at a miean altitude of 3100 km. is surprising. If the data are believed,

this suggests a rernovizi mechanism other than atmospheric scattering for

this L-shell rcgio-,; although a definite comclusion must lx. res&-rved until

atmrospheric scattering c'alculation,; ar' pe' rformed. It would also be well
to look closely at pitch angle distrihutions of radiation in unpeti urbed sheils,
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4 t ,he intefSI ih-M at piteh anghf- 5 and fill . (and higher, as. mulicat'd II

fig. 13) ik vthni|ah. Ihe.' rt v Teve.rn Ime a tenItt|dn(-c for itter•titles at

v e argy ' pitch a&l,mRp-ý I h, "i'lrc.wi "ith tinit (&A mullestrih I the tll, it- Ij lurve:.

all ,IT.ect U it',i-'t,,iit with h th- 00-c 'ret1,iAI ca h-CtI!tt•+ Ot f \W'alt 171 MIh0pIl

u;.Mnan|11 e.9 iA1 c-l a.A d4lowiu at-tr i•uffli*,4 1 4)t' nuirrir ;imintrt of pt lel-t',% ,'attr'r(r
il the, Att1w,.l h,.,.
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Fig. 15 is a replot of the data of fig. 13, giving omni-directional fluxes
in the L- 1.83 belt as a function of time. The decay of the radiation com-
ponent injected into this shell on 28 October is not inconsistent, for the
three day interval of observation, with an exponential decay half-life of
approximately 75 hr. However, the decay rate is certainly very delpndcnt
on pitch angle distribution. Since all distributions tend ultimately toward
the "normal" shape, with pitch angles towards 900 favored, the decay rato
should certainly decrease with time. Comparison of figs. 14 and 15 shows
that the drastic effects indicated in fig. 14 tend to be masked by the integra-

tion over pitch angle, and strongly implies that curves like fig. 14, derived
from pitch angle distributions are most uLeful in time behavior studies.

4. Closing remarks

The possibility of the creation of double belts by a single nuclear detona-
tion is indicatkd by the data. We have as an example, in the present cse.,
the generation of two well defined belts, at L s 1.83 and L g 2.1, by the
burst of 28 October.

Mcehanism- for electron removil other than atmospheric scattering may
be at work. In any event. the most profitable means of studying the time
behavior of aitificial belts seems to be by rutensity at constant pitch angle
versus time data.

Information on omni-directional flux and iso-intensity contour maps
alone have limited usefulness as a means of studying the dynamics of radia-
tion belts. Data of prime importance are pitch angle distributions obtained
at various L values in the equatorial plane. These can be used to obtain
the omni-directional flux and iso-intensity contours as well.

Thi.3 report may serve to illustrate the methods of d&a handling used
by the authors, and may give some indication of the nature of the information
to be learned from satellite data analysis, in particular from pitch angle
distributions. Work will continue in all aspects of data reduction. Of particular
interest will be data obtained subsequent to the latest observed nuclear
detonation which will allow a long time study of the artificial belt created
by that detonation without complication by further injection. Data per-
taining to energy spectra, so far almost completely untouched, will be
anulyzed. Derivation of iso-intensity contours, uging the methods of pitch
angle transformation described in this report, are in progrecs for various
times of interest.. Attempts will be made to calculate the effects of atmospheric
scattering on pitch angle distributions, and to check the consistency of
the results of such calculations with the experimentally observcd data.
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A minor program to detect systernatic errors in the magnetometer calibrations
wil! also be attempted un hopes of improving aspect determination.
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